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BEYOND TRADITIONAL FRANCHISE LAWS 1

I.

THE VIEW FROM THE COCKPIT

Our journey beyond traditional franchise laws will take us back to some of the very
beginnings of "franchising." So far back, in fact, that these distribution systems were seldom
referred to as franchises - "service stations dealers," "auto dealers," "farm equipment dealers"
and plain, old-fashion "salesmen." Beer, wine and liquor distributorships will also receive some
of our attention. We also will touch upon business opportunities - even though they are largely
recent conventions of modern business formats and distribution systems.
A historical beginning, however, does not imply a tired, worn-out system. To the
contrary, the modern incarnations of these historic franchises systems give rise to some of the
most interesting and compelling decisions - in some instances, serving as harbingers to the rest
of the franchising world as economic models change and market conditions wax and wane.
Market withdrawals, business format changes, internet sales, shrinking market share, and
technological innovations buffet dealers and distributorships in much the same way that they
have impacted the traditional labor force. Change causes friction and some of the friction that
marks this "non-traditional" area of franchising may offer a glimpse into what may be in store for
their more "traditional" cousins.
We will cover a wide range of laws and statutes. Because our scope is broad, we
cannot give every topic its just due, but we attempt to offer a well-stocked flight kit. Some of the
areas covered are practiced by only a chosen few - specialists in specialized areas. While you
may feel more like a "Stranger in a Strange Land," every franchise lawyer should have a
working knowledge of these "non-traditional" franchise laws - you never know when that new
client may walk through the door or when a ruling may offer relevance in your chosen area.
Through the course of our paper and presentation, we will focus on: laws affecting
automobile manufacturers and their dealers, including Federal Dealer-Day-in-Court Act and
state motor vehicle dealer laws, and laws governing the relationship between oil companies and
service station dealers, primarily the Petroleum Marketing Practices Act. We also will review
Business Opportunity Laws, Sales Representative Laws, and Farm Equipment dealer laws. In
this process, we will discuss the most significant litigation or development in each area and offer
our practical insights. We also will weave into our discussions the effect arbitration, choice of
law and forum selection clauses have in each area of interest. Finally, when common law
principles play a role, we will review decisions demonstrating how some tried and true
approaches may win the day when franchise protection laws fail. So buckle-up your seat belts,
strap on your helmets and get set for a crash course in "Litigating under Statutes Beyond
Traditional Franchise Laws."
II.

AUTOMOBILE DEALER STATUTES

Given the inherent disparity in bargaining power between the average automobile
manufacturer and the average automobile dealer, in 1956, Congress enacted the Dealer Day in
Mr. Williams would like to thank Charles D. Marvine and Kirk A. Peterson for their valuable assistance in the
preparation of this article.

Court Act (DDCA}, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1221-25, in an effort to level the playing field. 2 Although
relatively brief (only five sections) and surprisingly straightforward as federal legislation goes,
the DDCA has had a significant effect on the franchise relationships between automobile
manufacturers and automobile dealers by providing some basic protections to automobile
dealers and a federal forum to hear their grievances. As discussed in section B, infra, however,
the significance of this effect has diminished in light of the various and far-reaching state Jaws
that now cover automobile-manufacturer and automobile-dealer relationships in each of the
states.
A.

The Federal DDCA
1.

Defining the Basic Terms

As an initial matter, it is necessary to determine what relationships and what disputes
come within the purview of the federal DDCA. The starting place for this inquiry is 15 U.S.C.
§ 1221, which defines terms that serve as the basic-building blocks of the federal DDCA:
"automobile manufacturer ' " "automobile dealer ' " and "franchise ."3
The term "automobile manufacturer" is defined largely as you would think it would be. It
includes any entity "engaged in the manufacturing or assembling of passenger cars, trucks, or
station wagons," including any entity "which acts for and is under the control of such
manufacturer or assembler in connection with the distribution of said automotive vehicles." 4
"Automobile manufacturer" is interpreted narrowly. Motorcycles, recreational vehicles, buses,
tractors, and similar vehicles are not within the purview of this definition. 5 A mere distributor of
automobiles also does not come within the reach of the term "automobile manufacturer." 6
Likewise, a company providing financing for a manufacturer's automobiles is not covered by the
DDCA unless it acts as an agent of the manufacturer or is otherwise under the manufacturer's
7
control. The term includes manufacturers both within and outside of the United States.
2

See, e.g., Maschio v. Prestige Motors, 37 F.3d 908, 910 (3d Cir. 1994) (noting that "[t]he DDCA is a remedial
statute enacted to redress the economic imbalance and unequal bargaining power between large automobile
manufacturers and local dealerships" that is intended "to counterbalance the economic leverage a manufacturer has
over its ostensibly independent dealers"); Hanley v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 433 F.2d 708, 710 (10th Cir. 1970) ("The
legislation is an attempt to equalize at least to some extent, the economic advantages which automobile
manufacturers have over their dealers.").

3

Another basic term, "good faith," is best understood in the context of 15 U.S.C. § 1222; therefore, it will be
discussed in the next subsection.
4

15 U.S.C. § 1221(a).

5

See River Oaks Motor Homes, Inc. v. Winnebago Indus., Inc., 371 F. Supp. 137, 140 (S.D. Tex. 1974) (reviewing
DDCA's legislative history and noting the express exclusion of "manufacturers of buses, tractors, motorcycles, and
other motor vehicles [not specified in section 1221 (a) from] the purview of the [DDCA]"); see also Varney v. Coleman
Co., 385 F. Supp. 1337, 1346 (S.D. Tex. 1974) (excluding snowmobiles from ambit of DDCA).
6

Maschio, 37 F.3d at 910-11 (determining that dealer of foreign luxury automobiles was not an "automobile
manufacturer" where it did not operate as an alter ego for or simply to impose terms of the manufacturer).

7

See Lazar's Auto Sales, Inc. v. Chrysler Fin. Corp., 83 F. Supp.2d 384, 387 (S.D.N.Y. 2000); see also TLMS
Motor Corp. v. Toyota Motor Distributors, Inc., 912 F. Supp. 329, 334 (N.D. Ill. 1995) (holding that allegation that
automobile credit corporation was financing arm of automobile manufacturer and that it facilitated sale of automobiles
was sufficient to raise an inference of agency relationship with the manufacturer under the DDCA and to survive a

motion to dismiss).

2

The next term, "automobile dealer," is defined as any entity "operating under the terms
of a franchise and engaged in the sale or distribution of passenger cars, trucks, or station
wagons.'' 8 Only the entity that is a party to the franchise agreement with the automobile
manufacturer - not that entity's shareholders, officers, or board of director's members - is
9
considered an "automobile dealer" under the statute. See Pearson v. Ford Motor Co. For
example, automobile export companies do not fall within this definition. See Chrysler Int'/ Corp.
v. Cherokee Export Co. 10 In addition, by its express terms, this definition covers only
automobile dealers residing in the United States. (Thus, the federal DDCA does not purport to
cover relationships between domestic automobile manufacturers and foreign dealers, although it
11
does cover commerce involving foreign countries.
Lastly, "franchise" includes the "written agreement or contract between any automobile
manufacturer engaged in commerce and any automobile dealer which purports to fix the legal
rights and liabilities of the parties to such agreement or contract.'' 12 This term has been
interpreted to include not only what is traditionally thought of as the franchise agreement, but
also any other written agreements so interwoven as to affect materially the legal significance of
that franchise agreement. Kavanaugh v. Ford Motor Co. 13 Thus, oral representations or
promises cannot form the bases for claims under the DDCA. See Lawrence Chrysler Plymouth,
Inc. v. Chrysler Corp. 14 Until a franchise has been entered, the rights and protections afforded
by the DDCA do not come into play. O'Nea/ v. General Motors Corp. 15
2.

Authorizing Suits by Automobile Dealers Against Automobile
Manufacturers

With these definitions in hand, we now turn to 15 U.S.C. § 1222, the "meat" of the
federal DDCA:
An automobile dealer may bring suit against any automobile manufacturer
engaged in commerce, in any district court of the United States in the
district in which said manufacturer resides, or is found, or has an agent,
without respect to the amount in controversy, and shall recover the
damages by him sustained and the cost of suit by reason of the failure of
said automobile manufacturer from and after August 8, 1956, to act in
good faith in performing or complying with any of the terms of provisions
8
9

15 U.S.C. § 1221(c).
68 F.3d 1301, 1303 (11th Cir.1995).

10

134 F.3d 738, 743-44 (6th Cir. 1995) (holding that "it was highly unlikely or very doubtful" that the DDCA would
cover the plaintiff automobile export company because it simply was not "not the sort of entity the federal . . . motor
vehicle statutes were designed to protect").
11
12

13

14

See§ 1221 (d).
15 U.S.C. § 1221(b).
353 F.3d 710, 715 (7th Cir. 1965).
461F.2d608, 611-13 (7th Cir.1972).

15

841 F. Supp. 391, 397-98 (M.D. Fla. 1993) (noting that despite plaintiffs' efforts to do so, they "never achieved
the contract status needed to be entitled to the special protections afforded automobile dealers under the Act").

3

of the franchise, or in terminating, canceling, or not renewing the
franchise with said dealer: Provided, That in any suit the manufacturer
shall not be barred from asserting in defense of any such action the
failure of the dealer to act in good faith.
15 U.S.C. § 1222. This section authorizes lawsuits by an automobile dealer against automobile
manufacturers that do not "act in good faith" with respect to certain aspects of the franchise
relationship. Cf Quarles v. General Motors Corp. 16 A dealer bears the burden of proof to
establish all elements of its claim berond a reasonable doubt. See, e.g., Southern Rambler
Sales, Inc. v. American Motor Corp. 1 Questions concerning whether parties are "automobile
manufacturers" or "automobile dealers" under the DDCA and whether a defendant acted in good
faith or with coercion or intimidation should be submitted to a jury. 18
"Good faith" is defined in section 1221(e) as the duty of each party to a franchise
agreement "to act in a fair and equitable manner toward each other so as to guarantee the one
party freedom from coercion, intimidation, or threats of coercion or intimidation from the other
party." 15 U.S.C. § 1221(e). 19 This definition does not provide much practical guidance to the
Some guidance comes from the accompanying proviso parties to the franchise.
"recommendation, endorsement, exposition, persuasion, urging or argument shall not be
20
deemed to constitute a lack of good faith."
However, further guidance comes from the case
law.
Courts have generally interpreted "good faith" narrowly:
[T]he failure to exercise good faith within the meaning of the [DDCA] has
a limited and restricted meaning. It is not to be construed liberally. It
does not mean "good faith" in a hazy or general way, nor does it mean
unfairness. The existence or nonexistence of "good faith" must be
determined in the context of actual or threatened coercion or intimidation.
In order to lack good faith the manufacturer's actions must be unfair and
inequitable in addition to being for the purpose of coercion and
intimidation.
Coercion or intimidation must include a wrongful demand which will result
in sanctions if not complied with, and it is necessary to consider not only

16

597 F. Supp. 1037, 1040 (W.D.N.Y. 1984) (commenting that the DDCA "did not create a federal remedy for
breach of contract, but rather created an entirely new cause of action"), affd, 758 F.2d 839 (2d Cir. 1985).

17

375 F.3d 932, 935 (5th

c·ir.

1967).

18

See, e.g., Murry v. Toyota Motor Distribs., Inc., 664 F.2d 1377, 1379 (9th Cir. 1982) (holding that whether a
defendant comes within the definition of an "automobile manufacturer" is a jury question); Shor-Line Rambler, Inc.
American Motor Sales Corp., 543 F.2d 601, 604 (?th Cir. 1976) (holding that whether a defendant acted in good faith
is a jury question). See Autohaus Brugger, Inc. Saab Motors, Inc., 567 F.2d 901, 915 (9th Cir. 1978) (interpretation of
a franchise contract is a question of law).
19
This section has not been used by automobile manufacturer asserting claims against automobile dealers,
although, by its express terms, "good faith" applies to both the automobile manufacturer and the automobile dealer.
20

15 U.S.C. § 1221(e).

4

whether the manufacturer brought pressure to bear on the dealer, but
also the reason for doing so.
Autohaus Brugger, Inc. v. Saab Motors, Inc. 21 Further, to establish lack of good faith, courts
require a causal link between an automobile dealer's resistance to alleged coercive conduct and
any alleged threats or retaliatory action taken by the automobile manufacturer. 22
There are a number of cases in which a court determined that an automobile
manufacturer failed to act in good faith. See, e.g., Colonial Ford, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co. 23
There also are cases in which a court denied a dispositive motion because a factual question
existed as to whether an automobile manufacturer acted in good faith. See, e.g., Junikki
Imports, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Co. 24
There are far more reported cases, however, in which courts have found that automobile
25
manufacturers acted in good faith. See, e.g.,Ceci/ Corley Motor Co. v. General Motors Corp.
Along this line, courts have been clear that enforcement of an automobile dealer's contractual
obligations does not constitute coercion or intimidation under the DDCA. See, e.g., Golden
Gate Acceptance Corp. v. General Motors Corp. 26 Similarly, courts have held that an
automobile manufacturer retains the right, as a matter of business judgment, to determine
appropriate sales objectives and how to assign those objectives to various dealers, see, e.g.,

21

567 F.2d 901, 911 (9th Cir. 1978) (internal citations omitted); see In re Frank Meador Buick, Inc., 13 B.R. 841,
844 (Bankr. W.D. Va. 1981) (remarking that "good faith" under the DDCA "is more limited than the general good faith
standard").
22

See, e.g., Autohaus Brugger, Inc., 567 F.2d at 911; Wootton Enters. Inc. v. Subaru of America, 34 Fed. Appx.
57, 2002 WL 571791 (4th Cir. 2002).
23
592 F. Supp. 1126, 1128 (10th Cir. 1979) (determining that automobile manufacturer's demands for "contractual
performance" were improper, coercive, and made in bad faith such that the conduct "permeated the entire
relationship" between the manufacturer and dealer); see David R. McGeorge Car Co. v. Leyland Motor Sales, Inc.,
504 F.2d 52, 55-56 (4th Cir. 1974) (affirming district court's decision that automobile manufacturer Jacked good faith
in providing fewer automobiles to dealer who had refused to handle a second line of cars being sold by the
manufacturer than to other dealers); North Broadway Motors v. Fiat Motors, 622 F. Supp. 466, 471-72 (D.C. Ill. 1984)
(finding that automobile manufacturer's insistence that automobile dealer accept certain cars and parts it did not want
or violate "adequate stock" requirement in franchise gave rise to a claim under the DDCA).
24

335 F. Supp. 593, 595-96 (N.D. Ill. 1971) (holding that automobile dealer stated cause of action under the DDCA
in "alleging that defendants embarked on a concerted effort to put him out of business by purposely failing to provide
an adequate number of cars needed to finance his dealership and by refusing to deliver parts for his service
facilities").

25

380 F. Supp. 819, 847-48 (M.D. Tenn. 1974) (granting automobile manufacturer's motion for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict because, inter alia, "[a] delay, and even an unreasonable delay in issuing credits or
paying money due, is insufficient to state a claim under the [DDCA] unless there is evidence that such conduct was
used by the manufacturer to coerce plaintiff against his will") (emphasis in original).
26
597 F.2d 676, 680-81 (9th Cir. 1979) (holding that automobile manufacturer's termination of franchise was in
good faith where automobile dealer breach location provision by moving dealership); see Globe Motors, Inc. v.
Studebaker-Packard Corp., 328 F.2d 645, 649 (3d Cir. 1964) (requiring automobile dealer to comply with contractual
provision regarding net working capital did not amount to coercion or intimidation by automobile manufacturer);
General Motors Corp. v. New A.G. Chevrolet, Inc., 91 F. Supp.2d 733, 739-40 (D.N.J. 2000) (holding that automobile
manufacturer did not violate DDCA by coercing or intimidating automobile dealer where dealer was terminated for
violating contractual provision barring dealer from operating franchise of another automobile manufacturer on the

premises).

5

27

Burgin Motor Co. v. American Motors Sales Corp. and to decide that a certain market would
be best served by placing dealerships at certain locations, see, e.g., Sa/co Corp. v. General
28
Courts also have determined that an DDCA claim cannot be based on mere
Motors Corp.
bad-faith dealing or arbitrariness by an automobile manufacturer; there must be a wrongful
demand enforced by threats of coercion. See, e.g., Sink v. Ford Motor Co. 29

From examining cases that find the existence of good faith and cases that find the
absence of good faith, one can start to get a sense of what courts look for in determining if a
party acted in "good faith." This examination reveals that, at least generally speaking, courts
are reluctant to find a lack of good faith under the DDCA.
As referenced in the above-discussion of what conduct constitutes "good faith" under the
DDCA, the actions to which the "good faith" standard applies are fairly straightforward and
commonsensical in light of the reasons the federal DDCA was enacted in the first place.
Basically, Congress first wanted to ensure that automobile manufacturers were living up to their
obligations under their franchise agreements, and second, that the automobile manufacturers
had just cause for ending relationships with their automobile dealers. As a result, the federal
DDCA covers an automobile manufacturer's performance or compliance with its franchise
agreement as well as any decisions to terminate, cancel, or not renew a franchise agreement
with an automobile dealer. 30 The federal DDCA, however, does not cover all disputes that may
arise between an automobile dealer and an automobile manufacturer. For example, disputes
arising from the relocation or the appointment of an additional dealer do not implicate the
DDCA.
Section 1222 also sets forth what an automobile dealer can recover if successful in its
lawsuit. First, the automobile dealer can recover the damages sustained as a result of the
manufacturer's conduct. 31 Damages can be measured in terms of lost profits, both future and
present. See Randy's Studebacker Sales, Inc. v. Nissan Motor Corp. 32 Second, the automobile
dealer can recover his costs in bringing the action; although, this does not include attorney's
fees. See Martin Motor Sales v. Saab-Scania. 33

27
28

449 F. Supp. 842, 851 (D.S.C. 1978).
517 F.2d 567, 573 (10th Cir. 1975).

29

549 F. Supp. 245, 250 (E.D. Mich. 1982); see Diehl & Sons, Inc. v. International Harvester Co., 426 F. Supp.
110, 124 (E.D.N.Y. 1976).
30
15 U.S.C. § 1222.
31

When an automobile dealer's alleged injuries are not wholly compensable in monetary damages, it can seek
injunctive relief under the DDCA. See, e.g., P. J. Grady, Inc. v. General Motors Corp., 472 F. Supp. 35, 36-37
(E.D.N.Y. 1979); Miller Plymouth Center, Inc. v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 286 F. Supp. 529, 531 (D. Mass. 1968)
(noting that "the failure of Congress to provide for injunctive relief under the [DDCA] does not negate the general
equity power of the court to grant injunctive relief').
32

533 F.2d 510, 517 (10th Cir. 1976); see also Rea v. Ford Motor Co., 560 F.2d 554, 557 (3d Cir. 1977) (holding
that lost profits are recoverable "whenever they are not merely speculative or conjectural").
33

452 F. Supp. 1047, 1059 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (commenting that legislative history of section 1222 reflects deletion of
right to recovery of attorney's fees and stating that "[t]he court has not located a single case in which attorney's fees
were awarded under the [DDCA]"), affd, 595 F.2d 1209 (2d Cir. 1979) (unpublished decision).

6

3.

Remaining Provisions of the Federal DDCA

The remaining three provisions of the federal DDCA are each one sentence long and
address a very specific point. First, section 1223 provides a three-year statute of limitations for
actions under the DDCA. The statute of limitations begins to run at the time of the alleged bad
faith conduct. 34 See, e.g., Pearson v. Ford Motor Co. 35 Second, section 1224 expressly
provides that the federal DDCA shall not in any way supercede federal antitrust laws. In fact,
the DDCA was intended to supplement existing antitrust laws. See, e.g., Blenke Bros. Co. v.
Ford Motor Co. 36 Third, section 1225 states, "This chapter shall not invalidate any provision of
the laws of any State except insofar as there is a direct conflict between an express provision of
37
this chapter and an express provision of State law which can not [sic] be reconciled."
As a
result, section 1225 leaves ample room for state regulation of the automobile-manufacturer and
automobile-dealer relationship, and states have not been shy about stepping into this role. See,
e.g., American Motors Sales Corp. v. Division of Motor Vehicles38 In fact, because of some of
the aforementioned limitations of the DDCA from an automobile dealer's perspective, the state
DDCAs largely have displaced use of the federal DDCA in actions between automobilemanufacturers and automobile-dealers.
B.

State Motor Vehicle Dealer Laws
1.

General Framework

Building on the basic framework established by the federal DDCA, all states have
enacted some sort of DDCA. 39 As a general rule, the state legislation concerning the
automobile-manufacturer and automobile-dealer relationship is far more cumbersome and
detailed than the federal DDCA. There are nuisances in each state DDCA, and it would take far
too much time to investigate these nuisances in these materials. Instead, these materials will
focus on the state DDCA in two states - Missouri and Illinois. These two states represent a
good cross-section of the types of state DDCAs in effect today. In particular, they reflect two of
the very different forums available to hear claims brought by automobile dealers against
automobile manufacturers: 1) disputes in Missouri can be heard in state court; and 2) disputes
in Illinois are heard initially before an administrative law judge and then reviewed by a motor
vehicle board. A list of all state DDCAs is provided in subsection 5, infra.
34

Although not a certainty, it appears that an automobile dealer's DDCA claims based on wrongful termination
begin to accrue on notice of the termination. See Salem Mall Lincoln-Mercury, Inc. v. Hyundai Motor Am., 103 F.
Supp. 2d 1032, 1039 (S.D. Ohio 2000). But see Marquis v. Chrysler Corp., 577 F.2d 624, 628 (9th Cir. 1978)
(holding that the statute of limitations on the automobile dealer's DDCA claim began to run when the termination
became effective).
35
36
37

865 F. Supp. 1504, 1510-11 (N.D. Fla.1994).
217 F. Supp. 459, 463 (N.D. Ind. 1963).
15 U.S.C. § 1225.

38

592 F.2d 219, 224 (4th Cir. 1979) (holding that DDCA "does not preempt state legislation for the protection of
automobile dealers unless there is a direct, irreconcilable conflict between express pro.visions of the state and federal
laws" and no such conflict existed with respect to the Virginia statute at issue); see Freedman Truck Center, Inc. v.
General Motors Corp., 784 F. Supp. 167, 174-75 (D.N.J. 1992) (determining that the New Jersey Franchise Practices
Act was not preempted by the DDCA).
39

Motor Vehicle Dealers & Motor Vehicle Manufacturers: Florida Reacts to Pressure in the Marketplace, Walter E.
Forehand & John W. Forehand, 28 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1057, 1064 (2002).

7

Because state DDCA lawsuits typically seek damages in excess of $75,000 and involve
parties from different states, federal diversity jurisdiction often exists wholly separate and apart
from the federal question jurisdiction provided by the federal DDCA. As a result, state DDCA
lawsuits still often wind up in federal court.

2.

Missouri Law

In 1980, Missouri enacted the Motor Vehicle Franchise Practices Act40 (Missouri Act). It
is fourteen sections and covers a wide variety of aspects of the automobile-dealer and
automobile-manufacturer relationship. Unlike the federal DDCA Act, the Missouri Act fails to
define basic terms such as "motor vehicle manufacturer," "motor vehicle dealer," or "good
42
41
faith." . The Missouri Act defines "franchise" in greater detail than the federal DDCA.
a.

Venue
43

The Missouri Act provides a choice of forums to automobile dealers.
First, the dealer
44
can proceed before the administrative hearing commission.
The proceedings are conducted
45
in accordance with general administrative rules.
Parties, however, are entitled to conduct
46
discovery as in a general civil action.
Commission decisions are subject to judicial review.
Second, in addition to administrative relief, a dealer can proceed to court for any violation of Mo.
Rev. Stat. § 407.825 (identifying "unlawful practices" under Missouri law). 47
b.

Unlawful Practices

Whereas the federal DDCA identified one unlawful practice - an automobile
manufacturer's failure to act in good faith - the Missouri Act identifies eighteen different
48
"unlawful practices.''
These unlawful practices include and build upon the federal DDCA.
40
41
42

Mo. Rev. Stat.§§ 407.810-35.
Mo. Rev. Stat.§ 407.815(3).
The Missouri Act defines "franchise" or "franchise agreement" as:
a written agreement or contract for a definite or indefinite period, in which a person grants to
another person a license to use, or the right to grant to others a license to use, a trade name,
trademark, a service mark, or related characteristics, in which there is a community of interest in
the marketing of goods or services, or both, at wholesale or retail, by agreement, lease or
otherwise, and in which the operation of the franchisee's business with respect to such franchise is
substantially reliant on the franchisor for the continued supply of franchised new motor vehicles,
parts and accessories for sale at wholesale or retail.

Mo. Rev. Stat.§ 407.815(4).
43

Simply by transacting business in Missouri through its dealers, a manufacturer is subject to the state's
jurisdiction. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.820.

44
45
46
47
48

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.822.1.
See Id.

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.822(2).
Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.835.
Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825.

8

Further, the acts and omissions are deemed unlawful irrespective of the terms of any franchise
agreement. Thus., an automobile manufacturer cannot claim its franchise agreement allowed it
to engage in the unlawful conduct. 49 In addition, as a defense with respect to any alleged
violation of the Missouri Act, an automobile manufacturer can show that it engaged in good-faith
conduct as a seller or security-interest holder under Missouri law. 50
As a starting point, and like the federal DDCA, the Missouri Act prohibits "any conduct
which is capricious, in bad faith, or unconscionable and which causes damage to a motor
vehicle franchisee or to the public. "51 Missouri courts have interpreted "capricious" to mean
"impulsive" or "unpredictable," and "unconscionable" to mean "shockingly unfair or unjust."
52
Thoroughbred Ford, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co.
Similarly, the Missouri act prohibits coercion by an
automobile manufacturer with respect to the delivery of any new motor vehicles or parts and
with respect to forcing a an automobile dealer to engage in any "act prejudicial to" the dealer. 53
Next, the Missouri Act also speaks to some of the federal DDCA's concerns regarding an
automobile manufacturer's ending a relationship with an automobile dealer. An automobile
manufacturer cannot "terminate, cancel or refuse to continue any franchise without good cause"
unless the dealer "substantially defaults" on its obligations or the manufacturer discontinues
selling those products in the state. 54 The statute provides a list of factors to examine in
determining whether good cause exists. 55 An automobile manufacturer, however, cannot
impose unreasonable standards of performance on an automobile dealer. 56
The Missouri Act also prevents an automobile manufacturer from interfering with a
number of aspects of the management and operations of the automobile dealer. Generally
speaking, a manufacturer cannot prevent a dealer from changing its capital structure, selling or
transferring its interest in the franchise, changing executive management, or devising the

49

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(12) (prohibiting an automobile manufacturer from inserting any term that directly or
indirectly violates the Missouri Act).

50

51

52
53

54
55

Mo. Rev. Stat.§ 407.825(1).
Mo. Rev. Stat.§ 407.825(1).
908 S.W.2d 719 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995).
Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(2) & (4).
Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(5).
These factors include:
(a) The franchisee's sales in relation to sale in the market; (b) The franchisee's investment and
obligations; (c) Injury to public welfare; (d) The adequacy of the franchisee's service facilities,
equipment, parts and personnel in relation to those of other franchisees of the same line-make; (e)
Whether warranties are being honored by the franchisee; (I) The parties' compliance with their
franchise agreement; (g) The desire of a franchisor for marl<et penetration or a market study, if any,
prepared by the franchisor or franchisee are two factors which may be considered; the harm to the
franchisor.

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(5).
56

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(9).
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franchise in a will. 57 Mo. Rev. Stat.§ 407.825(6)-(8) & (14). In addition, a manufacturer cannot
refuse to offer to sell to all its dealers "every motor vehicle sold or offered for sale to any
franchisee of that line-make."'58
The remedy for commission of any of these unlawful practices is set forth in Mo. Rev.
Stat. § 407.835. An automobile dealer can recover damages sustained as a result of the
unlawful practice and may be entitled to injunctive relief. In addition, the remedies set forth in
this section are not "exclusive and shall be in addition to any other remedies permitted by law."
c.

Establishment or Relocation of a Dealership

Before an automobile manufacturer establishes or relocates a new motor vehicle dealer
near an existing dealer, the manufacturer must give written notice to each dealer within the
"relevant market area." Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.817.1. 59 The "relevant market area" is defined as
an area within a six-mile radius of the existing dealer if the dealer is located in a county of
greater than 100,000 people and an area within a ten-mile radius of the existing dealer if the
60
dealer is located in a county of less than 100,000 people.
Within thirty days after receiving
this notice, the dealer may bring an administrative action "to determine whether good cause
exists for the establishing or relocating of a proposed new motor vehicle dealer." Mo. Rev. Stat.
§ 407.817.4. 61
3.

Illinois Law

Illinois enacted its Motor Vehicle Franchise Act in 1979. The Illinois Act now contains
thirty-two sections covering numerous aspects of the automobile-dealer and automobile-

57

There are also substantial limits on a franchisor's ability to operate or own automobile dealerships within the
state. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.826.1.

58

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.825(18).

59

This section, however, does not apply to the relocation of a dealer within two miles of its established place of
business or replacement or reopening of a dealer within two miles of its closed dealership (within a year of the
closing). Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 407.817.2 and .5.
60

61

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.817.2.
The factors a court shall take into consideration in its "good cause" inquiry include, but are not limited to:
(1) Permanency of the investment;
(2) Effect on the retail motor vehicle business and the consuming public in the relevant market area;
(3) Whether it is injurious or beneficial to the public welfare;
(4) Whether the new motor vehicle dealers of the same line-make in that relevant market area are providing
adequate competition and convenient consumer care for the motor vehicles of that line-make in the market
area, including the adequacy of motor vehicle sales and qualified service personnel;
(5) Whether the establishment or relocation of the new motor vehicle dealer would promote competition;
(6) Growth or decline of the population and the number of new motor vehicle registrations in the relevant market
area; and
(7) Effect on the relocating dealer of a denial of its relocation into the relevant market area.

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.817.6.
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62

manufacturer relationship.
The Illinois Act defines basic terms such as "manufacturer" and
"motor vehicle dealer" similarly to how those terms are defined in the federal DDCA. 63 See 815
64
ILCS 710/2(b) & (h). The Missouri Act and the Illinois Act define "franchise" largely the same.
and although "good faith" is undefined in the Illinois Act, terms such as "fraud' and "good cause"
65
are defined.
The Illinois Act has broad applicability in that it covers "[a]ny person who
engages directly or indirectly in purposeful contacts within this State in connection with the
offering or advertising for sale or has business dealings with respect to a motor vehicle within
the State."66

a.

Venue
67

The Illinois Act provides three primary forums.
First, the parties may agree to submit
68
certain disputes to arbitration.
This includes any disputes concerning allegedly unfair
practices of a manufacturer under section 4 of the Illinois Act. The arbitration hearing shall
commence within sixty days after appointment of the panel, and a decision must be rendered
69
Second, if the parties cannot agree to
within thirty days after completion of the hearing.
submit their dispute to arbitration, then a proceeding for a remedy other than damages under
one of five enumerated paragraphs of section 4 shall be commenced before the Illinois Motor
70
Vehicle Review Board. Id., § 12(b).
The statute sets forth eleven factors that the arbitrators
or the Motor Vehicle Review Board shall consider as part of their review of "all relevant
71
circumstances. "
Third, a motor vehicle dealer who suffers any loss as a result "of an unfair method of
competition or an unfair or deceptive act or practice declared to be unlawful by this Act, or any
violation of this Act, may bring an action for damages and equitable relief, including injunctive
relief, in the circuit court of the county in which the objecting franchisee has its principal place of
72
business. "
For willful or wanton conduct, treble damages may be awarded. Id. If the motor

62

See 815 ILCS 710/1-32.

63 The Illinois Act expressly provides that "A franchisee and a motor vehicle financing affiliate ... shall be treated
as a single entity" and that "[a] manufacturer shall not use a motor vehicle financing affiliate as a means of avoiding

the provisions and requirements of this Act." 815 ILCS 710/3.1.
64
65
66
67

Id.,§ 2(i).
Id., § 2(m) & (v).
Id.,§ 3.
Actions arising under the Illinois Act shall be commenced within four years after the cause of action accrues.

815 ILCS 710/14.
68
69

815 ILCS 710/12(a).
Id.

70

815 ILCS 710/16 sets forth information regarding appointment to the Motor Vehicle Review Board, and 815 ILCS
710/18 provides powers provided to the Board.
71
72

See id.,§ 12(c).
815 ILCS 710/13.
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vehicle dealer "substantially prevails" in a proceeding under the Illinois Act, it shall be awarded
its reasonable attorney's fees and costs. 73
The Illinois Act allows parties to proceed to court in other limited circumstances. During
the pendency of the arbitration or the proceeding before the Motor Vehicle Review Board, any
party can seek judicial intervention to modify or stay (for up to sixty days) the effective date of
the proposed action that is the subject of the underlying proceeding "pending a final
determination of the issues raised in the arbitration hearing [or Motor Vehicle Review Board
74
hearing] upon such terms as the court may determine. "
The modification or stay can be
extended longer than sixty days only for good cause or if the arbitration proceeding is in
progress. In addition, an objecting franchisee can commence a proceeding in the circuit court of
the county of its principal place of business if it is seeking a remedy other than damages and the
75
dispute does not arise under one of the specific paragraphs mentioned in section 12(e).
Further, any person affected by a final decision of the Motor Vehicle Review Board may seek
judicial review of the decision by certain circuit courts in accordance with the Administrative
Review Law. 76

b.

Unlawful Practices

The Illinois Act identifies more than twenty unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts or practices that are declared to be unlawful. 77 Adding to the DDCA's "good
faith" requirement, the Illinois Act prohibits the manufacturer or the motor vehicle dealer from
engaging "in any action with respect to a franchise which is arbitrary, in bad faith or
unconscionable and which causes damage to any of the parties or to the public." 78 All the
remaining unlawful practices provisions apply only to manufacturers and their representatives,
not to motor vehicle dealers.
A manufacturer cannot coerce or attempt to coerce a motor vehicle dealer "to accept,
buy or order any motor vehicle or vehicles, appliances, equipment, parts or accessories
therefore, or any other commodity or commodities or service or services which such motor
vehicle dealer has not voluntarily ordered or requested." 79 Similarly, a manufacturer cannot
coerce or attempt to coerce a motor vehicle dealer to accept delivery of any motor vehicle with
special features not included in the publicly advertised list price or to order for anyone any
commodity. 80

73

74

Id.
Id.,§ 12(a); see id.,§ 12(b).

75

Disputes concerning grant of an additional franchise, cancellation or termination of a franchise, or failure or
refusal to extend a franchise agreement are among those disputes that cannot proceed to circuit court under 815
ILCS 710/12(e).

76
77
78
79
80

815 ILCS 710/31.
See 815 ILCS 710/4.
Id, § 4(b).

815 ILCS 710/4(c)(1).
Id., § 4(c)(2) and (3).
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In addition, the Illinois Act sets forth a number of requirements regarding a motor vehicle
dealer's allocation of vehicles and restrictions on when a dealer's franchise can be terminated.
A manufacturer shall not "adopt, change, establish or implement" an allocation plan or system
81
Any motor vehicle dealer in Illinois can demand its
that is "arbitrary or capricious."
manufacturer provide "the basis upon which new motor vehicles of the same line make are
allocated or distributed [or will be allocated or distributed] to motor vehicle dealers in the
82
State."
Also, a manufacturer must "deliver in reasonable quantities and within a reasonable
time after receipt of dealer's order'' any motor vehicles requested and covered by the franchise
unless the delay is caused by something over which the manufacturer or its agent have no
83
control.
Next, a manufacturer cannot threaten to reduce a motor vehicle dealer's allocation (or
cancel the franchise) in an attempt to coerce a motor vehicle dealer to enter into any agreement
or to do any act prejudicial to the dealer. 84 Further, a manufacturer cannot require a dealer to
85
participate in any advertising or promotional campaign.
Lastly, section 4(d)(6) provides, a
manufacturer cannot cancel or terminate a franchise without good cause and without giving
notice as set forth in that section.
The Illinois Act also regulates many other aspects of the automobile manufacturer-dealer
relationship. A manufacturer must indemnify and hold harmless its franchised dealers against
any judgment, damages, or related costs (including attorney's fees) to the extent those amounts
86
relate to alleged defective design or manufacture of a new motor vehicle.
A manufacturer
87
cannot use any false or misleading advertisement in connection with his business.
Additionally, a manufacturer cannot sell or lease or offer to sell or lease any new motor vehicle
to a motor vehicle dealer at a lower actual price than is offered to any other motor vehicle dealer
for the same model vehicle, 88 and the manufacturer cannot sell to any person (other than its
employees) at a lower actual price than the price offered and charged to a motor vehicle
89
dealer.
Like the Missouri Act, the Illinois Act prevents an automobile manufacturer from
interfering with a number of aspects of the management and operations of the automobile
dealer. Generally speaking, a manufacturer cannot prevent a dealer from changing its capital
structure, selling or transferring its interest in the franchise (without good cause), changing
executive management, devising the franchise in a will, or establishing a successor franchise at

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

815 ILCS 710/4(d)(1).

Id., § 4(d)(2).
Id.,§ 4(d)(3).
Id.,§ 4(d)(4).
Id.,§ 4(d)(5).
Id.,§ 4(d)(7).
Id.,§ 4(e)(1).
Id.,§ 4(e)(2).
Id.,§ 4(e)(3).
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a previously approved location (unless meets its burden of proof). See 815 ILCS 710/4(e)(4)-(6)
90
and (10).

c.

Establishment or Relocation of a Dealership

Before an automobile manufacturer establishes or relocates a new motor vehicle dealer
near an existing dealer, the manufacturer must give written notice to each dealer within the
"relevant market area." 815 ILCS 710/4(e)(8). 91 The "relevant market area" is defined as an
area within a ten-mile radius of "the principal location of a franchise or dealership if said
principal location is in a county having a population of more than 300,000 persons," or an area
within a fifteen-mile radius of the principal location if that location "is in a county having a
population less then 300,000 persons." 815 ILCS 710/2(q). 92 Unless the parties agree upon
the grant or establishment of the additional or relocated franchise within fifteen days of the
receipt of notice, "the franchisee or other person may file with the Board a written protest
against the grant or establishment of the proposed additional or relocated franchise." 93 Upon
the filing of a timely protest, the Board shall set a hearing date. 94 "The manufacturer shall have
the burden of proof to establish that good cause exists to allow the grant or establishment of the
additional or relocated franchise." /d. 95
Ill.

PETROLEUM MARKETING PRACTICES ACT, 15 U.S.C. §§ 2801 ET SEQ.

The retail gasoline business has probably witnessed more change in the last 30 years
than any other industry operating under a franchise system. The corner service station has been
transformed from a grease-covered two-bay garage with four pumps and a few vending
machines to a super-pumper, C-store enterprise complete with groceries and 10 brands of
South American coffee, all aglow in Las Vegas-style signs attracting the weariest of travelers.
Gone are the fawning attendants, grease-stained mechanics and barking boss, replaced by a
solitary cashier who couldn't check the oil if his life depended on it.
These marketing changes run deeper than the general public and even "traditional"
franchise lawyers may know. Behind the scenes, these new marketing methods have all but
decimated traditional service station dealers. Originally true "mom-and-pop" family operations,
the mega-station is now just as likely to be operated by the oil company itself or multi-station
90

There are substantial limits on a franchisor's ability to operate or own automobile dealerships within the state.

815 ILCS 710.4(1).
91
This section, however, does not apply to the relocation of a dealer within its current relevant market area: (1) in
a county with a population greater than 300,000 persons if "the new location is more than 7 miles from the nearest
dealer of the same line make or is further away from the nearest dealer of the same line make," or (2) in a county with
a population less than 300,000 persons if"the new location is more than 12 miles from the nearest dealer of the same
line make or is further away from the nearest dealer of the same line make." 815 ILCS 710/4(e)(8)(C). Further, the
appointment of a successor motor vehicle dealer at the same location as its predecessor or within 2 miles of that

location or the relocation of an existing dealer within two miles of its existing location shall not be construed as the
granting of an additional franchise or as a relocation of an existing franchise under the Illinois Act. Id.,§ 4(e)(8).
92

"Market Area" is defined as "the franchisee"s area of primary responsibility as defined in its franchise." 815 ILCS
710/2(p).

93
94
95

815 ILCS 710/4(e)(8).
See id.

The factors a court shall consider in its "good cause" inquiry are set forth in 815 ILCS 710/12(c).
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jobbers who have the financial capacity to build and supply their own chain of stations. With rare
exceptions, the one-station owner/operator is becoming as extinct as the Sinclair dinosaur. With
no need for trained mechanics or, in some instances, even cashiers, oil companies and megajobbers can operate a service station with virtually no employees. The "ghost-station" is now
more than virtual reality -- it is reality. Oil companies have been able to cash-in on this low
overhead operation to market their primary products without the need for dealers.
According to service station dealers, this has not happened by accident. Sensing in the
1970's that they were losing, and were likely to continue to lose, the battle with their
franchisors - the major oil companies - dealers lobbied for and obtained a national franchise
protection law - the Petroleum Marketing Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 2801 et seq. ("PMPA").
As dealers saw it, the major oil companies were systematically attempting to eliminate
traditional dealers who, together with their families, had operated, in many instances, from the
same location for 20 or more years. Twenty-five years after the adoption of the PMPA, a court
[the Fifth Circuit] 96 has noted that the dealers may not have been too far off:
Exxon's bad faith ... is shown by the record. Facing competition of self-service stations
that were either selling food or other goods and had bare pumps with no overhead cost
incurred in servicing vehicles, Exxon decided years ago that retail marketing through
franchise dealers was becoming economically unsound. Although Exxon decided to
move to [company operations and jobbers] ... , this decision was not communicated to its
franchisees. Because of profits from their other sales, [company operated stations] could
and did sell gas for less than the franchise dealers paid Exxon for their gas. And the
jobbers delivered Exxon gas to their dealers for less than Exxon franchisees were
required to pay for their delivered gas, but Exxon prohibited its franchisees from buying
at this lower price from the jobbers.'.97
Ironically, this was noted in a service station dealer victory won outside of the national franchise
protection law - it was accomplished through UCC § 2-3051
This Fifth Circuit decision exemplifies the dilemma service station dealers face today, the
effect that technology and marketing changes can have on an industry and the competitive
pressures on franchisors even ones as big as oil companies. But, for those uninitiated in the
PMPA, it also puts us well ahead of ourselves. We need to start with the basics.
A.

PMPA- The Essence of the Act

The PMPA was adopted in 1978 and focuses on two events in the service station
relationship: termination and non-renewal of the franchise. When adopted, the express purpose
of the PMPA was to protect franchised distributors, called "jobbers" in the industry, and retailers
of gasoline and diesel fuel against arbitrary or discriminatory termination or non-renewal of
franchises. 43 Federal Register 38, 743. To prevent arbitrary or discriminatory termination or
non-renewal of PMPA franchises, franchisees are given a federal cause of action backed by
strong injunctive powers and may recover actual and exemplary damages as well as attorney
and expert witness fees.15 U.S.C. § 2805. The focus of most PMPA litigation is to stop a
termination or non-renewal of the relationship before it is accomplished. 15 U.S.C. §§ 2801 et
seq. Because PMPA franchisees are, in most circumstances, entitled to no less than 90 days
96
97

Mathis v. Exxon Corp., 302 F. 3d 448 (5th Cir. 2002).
Id.at 459.
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notice of the intended termination or non-renewal of the relationship, time is available to seek
judicial intervention. See 15 U.S.C. § 2804 for the notification procedures to terminate a PMPA
franchise.
The PMPA does not define arbitrary or discriminatory termination or non-renewal but
rather, in 15 U.S.C. § 2802(c), specifies 12 events that are permissible grounds to end the
franchise relationship. This "events section" is the heart of the PMPA, generating virtually all of
the litigation in this area.
As with any franchise regulation, the PMPA offers its own definition of "franchise." Set
out in 15 U.S C. § 2801(1)(A) and (B), a PMPA franchise is defined as follows:
(1 )(A) The term "franchise" means any contract (i)

between a refiner and a distributor,

(ii)

between a refiner and a retailer,

(iii)

between a distributor and another distributor, or

(iv)

between a distributor and a retailer,

under which a refiner or distributor (as the case may be) authorizes or
permits a retailer or distributor to use, in connection with the sale,
consignment, or distribution of motor fuel, a trademark which is owned or
controlled by such refiner or by a refiner which supplies motor fuel to the
distributor which authorizes or permits such use.
(B)

The term "franchise" includes (i)
any contract under which a retailer or distributor (as the
case may be) is authorized or permitted to occupy lease
marketing premises, which premises are to be employed in
connection with the sale, consignment, or distribution of motor fuel
under a trademark which is owned or controlled by such refiner or
by a refiner which supplies motor fuel to the distributor which
authorizes or permits such occupancy;
(ii)
any contract pertaining to the supply of motor fuel which is
to be sold, consigned or distributed (I)

under a trademark owned or controlled by a refiner;

or
(II)
under a contract which has existed continuously
since May 15, 1973, and pursuant to which, on May 15,
1973, motor fuel was sold, consigned or distributed under
a trademark owned or controlled on such date by a refiner;
and
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(iii)
the unexpired portion of any franchise, as defined by the
preceding provisions of this paragraph, which is transferred or
assigned as authorized by the provisions of such franchise or by
any applicable provision of State law which permits such transfer
or assignment without regard to any provision of the franchise.
[15 U.S.C. § 2801(1)(A) and (B)]
For added measure, "franchise relationship" is separately defined in 15 U.S.C.

§ 2801 (2):
(2)
The term "franchise relationship" means the respective motor fuel
marketing or distribution obligations and responsibilities of a franchisor
and a franchisee which result from the marketing of motor fuel under a
franchise.
[15 U.S.C. § 2801 (2)]
In essence, a PMPA franchise is any arrangement to sell or distribute fuel under a
refiner's trademark.
Even though the limits of a PMPA franchise were thought fixed by earlier decisions, a
recent case reveals a new wrinkle. In Seahorse Marine Supplies, Inc. v. Puerto Rico Sun Oil
98
Co. , we learn that "motor fuel" is not limited to land-based vehicles. In the case, a marine fuel
distributor that sold diesel fuel to the Navy, successfully sued the refiner for terminating the
supply agreement. The Court found that Sun's notice of termination was insufficient under the
PMPA even though the PMPA definition of "motor fuel" "means gasoline and diesel fuel of a
type distributed for use as a fuel in self-propelled vehicles designed primarily for use on public
streets, roads, and highways." 15 U.S.C. § 2801(12), (Emphasis Added) Focusing on "a type,"
the Court did not believe that the PMPA definition was limited to just land-based automotive
motors and, to assist the Court, Sun offered in a sworn statement that the diesel fuel in question
could also be used in trucks and vehicles. 99 Sun was tagged with a three million dollar
100
verdict.
Given its importance to the PMPA, the "events" section of the PMPA, 15 U.S.C.
§ 2802(c), is worth listing in full:
(c)
As used in subsection (b)(2)(C), the term "an event which is
relevant to the franchise relationship and as a result of which termination
of the franchise or nonrenewal of the franchise relationship is reasonable"
includes events such as (1)
fraud or criminal misconduct by the franchisee relevant to
the operation of the marketing premises;

98
99

295 F.3d 68 (1st Cir. 2002).
Id. at 74.

1oo Id. at 82.
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(2)
declaration of bankruptcy or judicial determination of
insolvency of the franchisee;
(3)
continuing severe physical or mental disability of the
franchisee of at least 3 months duration which renders the
franchisee unable to provide for the continued proper operation of
the marketing premises;
(4)
loss of the franchisor's right to grant possession of the
leased marketing premises through expiration of an underlying
lease, if(A)
the franchisee was notified in writing, prior to the
commencement of the term of the then existing franchise (i)

of the duration of the underlying lease; and

(ii)
of the fact that such underlying lease might
expire and not be renewed during the term of such
franchise (in the case of termination) or at the end
of such term (in the case of nonrenewal);
(B)
during the 90-day period after notification was given
pursuant to section 104, the franchisor offers to assign to
the franchisee any option to extend the underlying lease or
option to purchase the marketing premises that is held by
the franchisor, except that the franchisor may condition the
assignment upon receipt by the franchisor of an unconditional release executed by both
(i)
the landowner and the franchisee releasing the
franchisor from any and all liability accruing after
the date of the assignment for (I)
financial obligations under the option
(or the resulting extended lease or purchase
agreement);
(II)
environmental contamination to (or
originating from) the marketing premises; or
(Ill)
the operation or condition of the
marketing premises; and
(ii)
an instrument executed by both the
landowner and the franchisee that ensures the
franchisor and the contractors of the franchisor
reasonable access to the marketing premises for
the purpose of testing for and remediating any
environmental contamination that may be present
at the premises; and
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(C)
in a situation in which the franchisee acquires
possession of the leased marketing premises effective
immediately after the loss of the right of the franchisor to
grant possession (through an assignment pursuant to
subparagraph (B) or by obtaining a new lease or
purchasing the marketing premises from the landowner),
the franchisor (if requested in writing by the franchisee not
later than 30 -iays after notification was given pursuant to
section 104), during the 90-day period after notification
was given pursuant to section 104 (i)
made a bona fide offer to sell, transfer, or
assign to the franchisee the interest of the
franchisor in any improvements or equipment
located on the premises; or
(ii)
if applicable, offered the franchisee a right
of first refusal (for at lease 45 days) of an offer,
made by another person, to purchase the interest
of the franchisor in the improvements and
equipment.
(5)
condemnation or other taking, in whole or in part, of the
marketing premises pursuant to the power of eminent domain;
(6)
loss of the franchisor's right to grant the right to use the
trademark which is the subject of the franchise, unless such loss
was due to trademark abuse, violation of Federal or State law, or
other fault or negligence of the franchisor, which such abuse,
violation, or other fault or negligence is related to action taken in
bad faith by the franchisor;

(7)
destruction (other than by the franchisor) of all or a
substantial part of the marketing premises;
(8)
failure by the franchisee to pay to the franchisor in a timely
manner when due all sums to which the franchisor is legally
entitled;

(9)
for-

failure by the franchisee to operate the marketing premises

(A)

7 consecutive days, or

(B)
such lesser period which under the facts and
circumstances constitutes an unreasonable period of time;

willful adulteration, mislabeling or misbranding of motor
(10)
fuels or other trademark violations by the franchisee;
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(11)
knowing failure of the franchisee to comply with Federal,
State, or local laws or regulations relevant to the operation of the
marketing premises; and
(12)
conviction of the franchisee of any felony involving moral
turpitude.
[15 U.S C. § 2802(c)]
As we will see, most, if not all of the decided PMPA cases, involve the application of the
"events" section.
B.

Recent PMPA Case Law

After 25 years of unfavorable franchisee decisions, the PMPA cannot be credited with
slowing the tide of terminations and non-renewals it was designed to stem. In some of the most
important areas, the PMPA has failed entirely - leaving dealers and their lawyers to turn to
common law remedies for salvation. Some decisions over the last few years demonstrate this
simple fact. Others show that some dealers or their attorneys just need more direction when it
comes to case selection.
In Karak v. Bursaw Oil Corp. 101 , no PMPA franchise was found to exist. The dealer's
complaint was dismissed, and his motion for preliminary injunction denied on the ground that he
102
did not qualify as a "retailer" under 15 U.S.C. § 2801 (7).
A retailer is defined as a person
103
"who purchases motor fuel for sale to the general public for ultimate consumption."
The
supply agreement in this instance stated that the gasoline in the tanks remained the property of
the supplier until sold at retail. The Court found this persuasive despite the dealer's
responsibility for bad checks, accidental spillage, credit card chargebacks, non-paying drive-offs
and the fact that the supply agreement set the dealer's cost of the gasoline at nine cents below
the street price. 104
One of the hallmarks of a PMPA franchise is operation under a refiner's trademark. One
of the events that trigger a permissible termination or non-renewal is "loss of the franchisor's
right to grant the right to use the trademark which is the subject of the franchise ... " 15 U.S.C.
§ 2802(c)(6) We learn in POV Midwest Refining, LLC v. Armada Oil and Gas Co. 105 that even a
voluntary "loss" of a trademark can constitute grounds for termination. Through a series of joint
ventures and sales, Unocal and its partner POV (UNO-VEN) sold the "Union 76" trademarks to
Tosco. All UNO-VEN distributors and retailers, including Armada, were notified that as a result
of the sale they would only have use of the "Union 76" mark for one year and at the end of the
year their franchises would be terminated. When Armada challenged this termination in a
counterclaim, the trial court and the Sixth Circuit found the termination legitimate. Relying on
earlier PMPA decisions interpreting "loss," the Sixth Circuit confirmed that even a "voluntary"
101
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loss resultin~ from a franchisor's conscious business decision, was acceptable for a proper
termination. 1 6
.
Two decisions, Abrams Shell v. Shell Oil Co. 107 and Jet, Inc. v. Shell Oil Co. 108 ,
demonstrate that at the time of franchise renewal, a PMPA franchisee may have no alternative
but to sign an unacceptable franchise agreement or take the "suicide pill" to test PMPA rights.
Because the term of franchise agreements in the service station industry are typically only three
years, renewal agreements are the subject of frequent controversy. Just like other franchisors
though, refiners use renewal agreements to insert new requirements or impose new legal
provisions on dealers. If dealers refuse to accept the new agreement, they run the considerable
risk of not being renewed - and fighting a legal battle where they must prove that the provisions
were not offered in good faith or in the normal course of business. 15 U.S.C. § 2802(b)(3)(A) If a
dealer "accepts" the new terms, then it is likely that a court will find "acceptance" and "waiver."
Dealers and their lawyers developed an alternative that has received some judicial approval "signing under protest." 109 This practice eliminates the risk of non-renewal because the dealer
has not completely refused the renewal terms while postponing litigation over the disputed
terms until after signing or when the refiner attempts enforcement of the "unacceptable"
provision. 110 The Abrams and Jet courts have dealt this practice a severe blow.
Both courts refused to follow prior decisions in other circuits 111 and found that no PMPA
action exists for an "under protest" dealer when the dealer initiates an action to sort out an
"under protest" renewal. The reason - there has been no non-renewal. This is so even though
the refiner announces at the time of offering the renewal agreement that rejection of any of the
terms will result in non-renewal. This is not enough, say the courts - since no actual termination
or non-renewal resulted, the dealer has no cause of action.
Thus, to trigger a PMPA claim, the dealer must refuse the new terms and his supplier's
offer of a new franchise and then file suit. It appears that the only alternative to this is to accept
the unwanted terms and agreement, wait for an attempted termination under one of the
offending terms and then attempt to persuade a court that the termination is improper - of
course, successfully dodging the waiver argument along the way.
In Marcoux v. Shell Oil Products Co., 112 dealers were at least able to salvage one theory
that, on occasion, has served them well - "constructive termination." In challenging Shell's
discontinuation of a favorable dealer rent program, dealers contended their franchises were
being "constructively terminated" and sought relief under the PMPA. In denying Shell's motion to
dismiss, the court rejected Shell's argument that "constructive termination" claims cannot be
106
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brought under the PMPA. In support of allowing the dealer's suit to proceed, the Court cited
Riverdale Enterprises, Inc. v. Shell Oil Co. 113
So we see that inconsistency reins supreme. In the instance of Illinois (Jet, Inc.) and
Texas (Abrams Shell), a "constructive" non-renewal is not enough to invoke PMPA remedies,
while in Massachusetts (Marcoux) a "constructive" but not actual termination is.
Dealer misbranding of gasoline has never been tolerated. Indeed it is an announced
reasonable "event" for permissible termination under 15 U.S.C. § 2802(c)(10). Hence, the result
in Koy/um, Inc. v. Peksen Realty Corp. 114 is not much of a surprise but the disparate treatment
given to the practice of marketing off-brands of gasoline at different levels of the distribution
system makes the case worthy of mention. In addition to buying gasoline from his normal
supplier, a jobber operating under the Coastal Refining and Marketing flag, the dealer had the
right, after jumping through a number of hoops, to purchase gasoline 'from any other open
market supplier." One of the hoops was that the dealer had to use a specific transporter (which
shared common ownership with the supplier) if he was going to buy on the open market.
During the relationship, the jobber repeatedly supplied the dealer with non-Coastal
gasoline and the dealer, without jumping through all the hoops, also repeatedly purchased nonCoastal products. Under both practices the dealer sold the non-Coastal product under the
"Coastal" brand name. The supplier issued a notice of termination due to the dealer's
"misbranding" and the court found termination proper. There was some proof at trial that Coastal
may have given the jobber permission to obtain non-Coastal products for re-sale to dealers. 115
The case is factually complex and cannot be reviewed in full here, but the lesson is that jobbers
and refiners, as the trademark holder or qualified licensee, may properly sell other-acquired,
non-branded products under its mark while a dealer may not and risks termination if he or she
does so. The only distinction the court seemed to find is that the jobber had permission of the
mark owner but the dealer did not. 116
Just to show that perhaps there is more than one way to skin a cat, Shell Trademark
117
Management BO v. Canadian American Oil Co.
illustrates that a branded dealer may be able
to market non-branded products if the dealer takes care to separate the products and
distinguish the trade dress and marks associated with the sale. A long-time Shell dealer,
Canadian American owned and operated 11 stations in the San Francisco Bay area. In one of
its stations, Canadian American installed two new sets of underground storage tanks - one for
Shell products and one for its own brand. Separated from the six pumps offering Shell products,
Canadian American maintained two pumps for its own brand that was offered at 12 cents less a
gallon than the Shell-branded gas.
Shell disapproved of the dual-branding scheme and pursued a preliminary injunction
under the Lanham Act. 15U.S.C.§1125. 118 Shell complained that Canadian American was
113
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infringing by use of a similar mark, causing "initial interest confusion" and was diluting Shell's
marks. A magistrate judge refused to grant the injunction, finding no similarity in the marks and
therefore, no confusion. The magistrate offered to resolve the conflict with a limited consensual
injunction - one that would have required the dealer to repaint a portion of the station and to
move the non-Shell price sign to a location at the station other than directly under the Shell price
sign. Shell refused, insisting that the sale of the non-Shell gasoline be completely prohibited.
The case was set for trial but counsel for the dealer reported to the authors that a confidential
settlement was reached.
Another taboo in petroleum marketing franchising is falsification of records. The case of
NSY, Inc. v. Sunoco, lnc. 119 illustrates the consequences dealers face when they "cook the
books." In this case, a dealer was terminated for falsifying inventory records to hide a gasoline
leak. When the dealer challenged the termination, the court rejected the request for a
preliminary injunction, finding a strong factual basis for the termination. The tale began when
Sunoco discovered an unexplained increase in a monitoring well at the dealer's station unexplained because the dealer's inventory records did not show a loss. At first, Sunoco
suspected another source for the leaking gasoline. After further investigation, however, Sunoco
targeted the dealer's underground storage tank system and discovered numerous
miscalculations and errors in the dealer's records that hid the 6,000 gallon leak. For added
measure, during the auditing process, Sunoco also discovered that the dealer was underreporting C-store sales on which he was required to pay royalties.
Finally, recent case law highlights the impact environmental concerns can have in
petroleum franchising. Environmental issues are so significant in the petroleum industry that
they can override perceived PMPA rights. Roshan Associates, Inc. v. Motiva Enterprises,
120
LLC
demonstrates the clash.
Under the PMPA, there are certain non-renewing or
terminating events that require a refiner or jobber to offer a dealer the right to purchase the
service station property as part of a proper termination or non-renewal. However, the issue of
what may be included in the sale is not as certain as the requirement to sell itself.
The offer to purchase provided to the dealer in Roshan Associates did not include the
underground storage tanks, a fairly common practice since the inception of the modern laws
regulating underground storage tanks. Jobbers and their oil companies have a fairly wellestablished policy of removing old underground storage tanks before sale. That was the case in
Roshan Associates. The jobber contended that the offer of sale without the underground
storage tanks was satisfactory under 28 U.S.C. § 2802(b)(3)(D). The dealer felt otherwise,
however, and sued for damages under the PMPA and the Louisiana Unfair Practices Act. The
court had no trouble disposing of the dealer's challenge, finding that an offer of sale that did not
include old underground storage tanks was bona fide, that there was complete PMPA
compliance and that the PMPA preempted the state law claim.
C.

State Law and the Use of the Unifonn Commercial Code

Most trial attorneys know it can be a mistake to limit causes of actions and theories for
recovery. It is not uncommon for a case to be pursued under one main theory and won under
another. Because dealer lawyers are often frustrated when pursuing PMPA claims, alternative
theories are often pleaded. The most significant dealer victory of the last year illustrates this.
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In Mathis v. Exxon Corp., 121 a group of Exxon dealers challenged a number of Exxon
practices which the dealers contended were designed to drive them out of business. They
pursued antitrust, PMPA and breach of contract claims. Only the lowly breach of contract claim
stood by the time the jury was handed the case - but it was enough. The 54 dealers were
awarded over $5 million in compensatory damages and over $2 million in attorney fees. UCC
§ 2-305 was the key.
UCC § 2-305 imposes a good faith requirement on any contract with an open price term.
Service station dealers purchase their motor fuel on a daily delivery price basis - "dealer
tankwagon price." According to UCC § 2-305, since the dealer tankwagon price is an open
item, the price must be reasonable at the time of delivery and the seller is required to fix the
price in good faith. "Good faith" is separately defined as "honesty in fact in the conduct or
transaction concerned" (UCC § 1-201(19)) and as "honesty in fact and the observance of
reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing in the trade." (UCC § 2-103) In this context,
Exxon claimed it was entitled to judgment as a matter of law because Comment 3 to UCC
§ 2-305 provides that "a 'posted price' ... or the like satisfies the good faith argument."
Exxon's argument was rejected by both the trial court and the Fifth Circuit because
dealer evidence showed that Exxon planned to replace a number of dealers with companyoperated stations, the dealer tankwagon price charged by Exxon was higher than the sum of its
wholesale price ("rack price") and transportation costs, Exxon would not allow dealers to
purchase from other sources, and dealers were not able to operate at competitive levels
because of the wholesale price disadvantage.
Building on the dealers' success in Mathis, another group of dealers in HRN, Inc. v. Shell
122
were able to overcome a lower court's grant of summary judgment to Shell on the
Oil Co.
UCC § 2-305 good faith argument. Here, the trial court bought Shell's "posted price" argument.
Relying extensively on Mathis, however, the appellate court reversed, holding that "posted
price" was just one part of the summary judgment equation. Like Mathis, dealer evidence
showed that 73% to 80% of their competitors acquired fuel at their rack price or below, while
Shell dealers' tankwagon price was significantly higher, that dealers could only purchase from
Shell and that Shell intended to eliminate dealers in favor of company-operated stations.
These cases clearly demonstrate that the off-theory may win the day when the laws
intended to protect a dealer or franchisee come up short.
One final case, Frank Shop, Inc. v. Crown Central Petroleum Corp. 123 reveals another
area of state law that may assist when the PMPA fails. The PMPA does nothing to aid dealers
who are the victims of encroachment by their franchisors. By the same token, "antiencroachment" laws are one of the few areas where state law is not pre-empted by the PMPA.
See 15 U.S.C. § 2806(a)(1) for the PMPA pre-emption provision.
Virginia Code § 59.1-21.16:2(A) prohibits petroleum franchisors from operating a service
station with company employees within a distance of less than one and one-half miles from an
independent dealer. In Frank Shop, Inc., the Supreme Court of Virginia made sure that the "anti121
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encroachment" law has some teeth. Ordering disgorgement and admonishing a reticent trial
court in the process, the Supreme Court showed little mercy for what it considered a willful
violation of the law since it was the second time the case had come to its attention. The Court
had previously reversed the trial court, finding a violation of Code § 59.1-21.16:2(A). On
remand, however, the trial court refused to issue an immediate injunction, allowing the
franchisor two months to find an independent operator for the encroaching station. Although the
trial court awarded liquidated damages and attorney fees, the court refused to issue the
injunction and further refused to order disgorgement of profits from the date of the Supreme
Court's reversal.
The Supreme Court held that failure to issue the injunction immediately upon remand
was an abuse of discretion and that disgorgement was required to preserve the "independence
of small businesses in the Commonwealth" -- the intended purpose of the Virginia Act (Va. Code
§ 59.1-21.9) 124
Frank Shop, Inc. v. Crown Central Petroleum Corp. is an example of what can be
accomplished under state law. Thirty-nine states have laws designed to protect service station
dealers. See CCH Bus. Franchise Guide, 'IJ 4000 et seq. for a complete listing of the laws
affecting petroleum franchises. Some deal with encroachment but most attempt to supplement
the PMPA with survivorship/succession provisions, unfair competition prohibitions, repurchase
of equipment upon termination requirements and below cost selling restrictions.

IV.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY LAWS

125

Twenty-five states and the FTC have adopted so-called business opportunity laws or
seller-assisted marketing plan laws and at least three other states specifically address business
opportunities in their consumer protection laws. In the early days when they were first adopted,
they were often described (or mis-described) as distributorship laws. These laws originally were
designed to protect innocent investors from being lured on the basis of false or misstated
information into buying a business to sell goods or services at retail using racks or vending
machines at locations procured by the seller, such as greeting card displays, candy machines
and the like, or entering into other types of questionable business ventures, such as worm or
mink farming.
Most of these laws were adopted between 1973 and 1985, except for the Illinois law,
which was adopted in 1995, 126 and Alaska, which was adopted in 2002. 127 As a result, these
laws were adopted long before many of the business forms and methods commonly used today,
including electronic commerce in all its various manifestations, and at about the same time as
most of the franchise disclosure and registration laws, which may explain why the business
124
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opportunity laws seem to mimic those franchise disclosure and registration laws in many
respects. Unlike most of the franchise laws, however, trademark association is not required. If
a ·person sells products or services to enable a purchaser to start a business and makes certain
types of representations or offers a marketing plan in connection with such sale, these laws are
likely to apply to the relationship. As will be seen from a review of the definitions used in many
of these laws, many commercial business sellers may have to be more concerned about the
applicability of these laws to their business programs than the franchising laws.
The purpose of this section of the paper is to provide a general review rather than a
detailed analysis of these laws. All the statutes are printed in the Business Franchise Guide
(CCH). Other excellent recent sources of detailed information are James R. Sims Ill and Mary
Beth Trice, Hidden Franchises, ABA Forum on Franchising (October 22-24, 1997) ("Sims");
Martin D. Fern, Richard M. Asbill, Kenneth R. Costello & W. Andrew Scott, Franchising Law &
Practice, Chapter 3 (STP Specialty Technical Publishers, 1997) ("Fern") and James A. Meaney
and John R.F. Baer The Business Opportunity Laws: An Enforcement and Litigation? ABA
Forum on Franchising, October 10-11, 2001
A.

Definitional Elements

The FTC Rule, promulgated in 1978 and effective in 1979, regulates certain kinds of
business opportunity operations in the same manner as franchises. It even calls the seller a
"franchisor" and the purchaser a "franchisee". The FTC Rule does not preempt the state laws
except to the extent that the disclosures required to be made under the FTC Rule provide
greater protection to purchasers and in a few other limited areas. 128 While the FTC Rule
attempts to create a minimum federal standard of disclosure applicable to business opportunity
ventures, its definition is more limited in coverage than most of the state definitions (perhaps
reflecting the nature of the complaints in its files at the time of adoption).
The FTC Rule applies when there is a continuing commercial relationship whereby: (i) a
person, defined as a "franchisee", offers, sells or distributes to any person other than the
franchisor goods, commodities or services which are either supplied by the franchisor or by
another person with whom the franchisee is required or advised to do business; (2) the
franchisor secures for the franchisee retail outlets or accounts for the goods, commodities or
services, or locations or sites for vending machines, rack displays or other product sales
displays used by the franchisee, or provides to the franchisee the services of a person to secure
those outlets or sites; and (3) there is a required payment of $500 or more within six months
after the business is commenced as a condition of obtaining or commencing the operation. 129
All three elements must be present to have a business opportunity (i.e., a "franchise").
The FTC Rule, which applies in all states, requires the seller (i.e., franchisor) to provide
a disclosure document to the purchaser (i.e., franchisee) prior to the time the sale is
consummated in the same manner as a franchise. 130 It is an unfair or deceptive act or practice
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under Section 5 of the FTC Act to fail to furnish the information. 131 Reflecting the era in which
the FTC Rule was adopted, the FTC says in its Interpretive Guides that the most common types
of business opportunity ventures are distributorships, rack jobbing and vending machine routes,
and expects that most business opportunity ventures will be covered by the FTC Rule.
At the state level, the following twenty-five states have laws of one type or another
covering business opportunity: Alaska, California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
Virginia and Washington. The laws in California and Nebraska refer to the business opportunity
as seller-assisted marketing plans. Three other jurisdictions, Alabama, the District of Columbia
and Tennessee, cover these types of arrangements in their consumer protection laws.
Interestingly, only nine of these states also have a franchise disclosure or registration law, 132
and only twelve have a franchise relationship law. 133
The definitions used in the twenty-five state business opportunity laws vary considerably.
Although some are quite narrow in scope or coverage, most have much broader coverage than
the FTC Rule. While it is difficult and dangerous to generalize, most of the statutes call the
parties the "seller'' and "purchaser" and have in common a requirement that there be an oral or
written contract whereby the seller provides or offers to provide or sell products, equipment,
supplies or services to enable the purchaser to start or operate a business. 134 Some states
have minimum and/or maximum dollar thresholds, although oftentimes these dollar thresholds
relate only to certain types of representations. The critical element in determining whether a
business opportunity exists is whether the seller makes certain kinds of representations. There
is a considerable variance in the state definitions in the types of representations that also have
to be made in order to trigger the applicability of the local law.
Two groups of states have adopted similar definitions. Seven states (Connecticut,
Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia) have adopted a
version of the so-called North Carolina definition of business opportunity, although with differing
dollar threshold amounts. 135 The North Carolina definition is as follows:
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For purposes of this Article, "business opportunity" means the sale or
lease of any products, equipment, supplies or services for the purpose of
enabling the purchaser to start a business, and in which the seller
represents:
(1)
That the seller will provide locations or assist the purchaser in
finding locations for the use or operation of vending machines, racks,
display cases or other similar devices, or currency-operated amusement
machines or devices, on premises neither owned nor leased by the
purchaser or seller; or
(2)
That it may, in the ordinary course of business, purchase any or
all products made, produced, fabricated, grown, bred or modified by the
purchaser using in whole or in part, the supplies, services or chattels sold
to the purchaser; or
(3)
The seller guarantees that the purchaser will derive income from
the business opportunity which exceeds the price paid for the business
opportunity; or that the seller will refund all or part of the price paid for the
business opportunity, or repurchase any of the products, equipment,
supplies or chattels supplied by the seller, if the purchaser is unsatisfied
with the business opportunity and pays to the seller an initial, required
consideration which exceeds two hundred dollars ($200.00); or
(4)
That it will provide a sales program or marketing program which
will enable the purchaser to derive income from the business opportunity
which exceeds the price paid for the business opportunity, provided that
this subsection shall not apply to the sale of a marketing program made in
conjunction with the licensing of a federally registered trademark or a
federally registered service mark, or when the purchaser pays less than
two hundred dollars ($200.00).
Provided, that "business opportunity" does not include the sale of an ongoing business when the owner of that business sells and intends to sell
only that one business opportunity; nor does it include the not-for-profit
sale of sales demonstration equipment, materials, or samples, for a total
price of two hundred dollars ($200.00) or less. 136
The other group consists basically of several primarily midwestern states (Illinois, Iowa,
Maryland, Oklahoma and South Dakota) that have adopted what at first seems like a somewhat
broader definition, but in reality is largely a reorganization of the North Carolina model, with one
additional element (finding outlets or accounts), but again with differing dollar thresholds. The
Illinois definition is as follows:
(a)
"Business opportunity" means a contract or agreement, between a
seller and purchaser, express or implied, orally or in writing, wherein it is
agreed that the seller or a person recommended by the seller shall
provide to the purchaser any product, equipment, supplies or services
136
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enabling the purchaser to start a business when the purchaser is required
to make a payment to the seller or a person recommended by the seller
of more than $500 and the seller represents directly or indirectly, orally or
in writing, that:
(1)
The seller or a person recommended by the seller will
provide or assist the purchaser in finding locations for the use or
operation of vending machines, racks, display cases or other
similar devices, on premises neither owned nor leased by the
purchase or seller;
(2)
The seller or a person recommended by the seller will
provide or assist the purchaser in finding outlets or accounts for
the purchaser's products or services;
(3)
The seller or a person specified by the seller will purchase
any or all products made, produced, fabricated, grown, bred or
modified by the purchaser;
(4)
The seller guarantees that the purchaser will derive income
from the business which exceeds the price paid to the seller;
(5)
The seller will refund all or part of the price paid to the
seller, or repurchase any of the products, equipment or supplies
provided by the seller or a person recommended by the seller, if
the purchaser is dissatisfied with the business; or
(6)
The seller will provide a marketing plan, provided that this
Law shall not apply to the sale of a marketing plan made in
conjunction with the licensing of a federally registered trademark
or federally registered service mark. 137
The fact that the states in each of these two groups have similar definitions of what
constitutes a business opportunity does not mean that their respective filing and registration,
disclosure and other substantive requirements are identical. In fact, each state's law is unique,
and each state law has to be individually examined if your client is thinking of selling in the
states that have such laws.
The other state definitions vary. Some are quite limited in their scope of coverage (e.g.,
New Hampshire only applies to distributors of vending machines, racks, display sales or similar
devices) and others are even broader. Like the FTC Rule, the Minnesota business opportunity
provisions are part of the state's franchises law. One state that historically has been particularly
aggressive is Ohio. Its definition reads as follows:
137
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"Business opportunity plan" means an agreement in which a purchaser
obtains the right to offer, sell, or distribute goods or services under all of
the following conditions:
(1)
The goods or services are supplied by the seller, a third
person with whom the purchaser is required or advised to do
business by the seller, or an affiliated person;
(2)
The purchaser is required to make an initial payment
greater than five hundred dollars, but less than fifty thousand
dollars, to the seller or an affiliated person to begin or maintain the
business opportunity plan.
(3)

The seller makes any of the following representations:
(a)
That the purchaser will be provided with retail
outlets or accounts, or assistance in establishing retail
outlets or accounts, for the sale or distribution of the goods
or services;
(b)
That the purchaser will be provided locations, or
assistance in finding locations, for vending machines,
electronic games, rack displays, or any other equipment or
display for use in the sale or distribution of the goods or
services;
(c)
That the purchaser can earn a profit in excess of
the initial payment;
(d)

That there is a market for the goods or services;

(e)

That there is a buy-back arrangement.
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representations relating to goods and services. "Goods and services" is defined to include
143
franchises and "business opportunity .. . of all types."
Tennessee prohibits unfair and
deceptive acts or practices affecting the conduct of any trade or commerce and defines
"consumer" to include any natural person who seeks or acquires "a franchise or distributorship
144
agreement or any similar type of business opportunity."
While these laws were adopted around the same time as most of the franchise
disclosure and registration laws and mimic many aspects of those laws, do not assume that the
definitions used in the business opportunity laws (in many states there may not be definitions)
are identical to the definitions used in the franchise laws. For example, a marketing plan for
business opportunity law purposes may be more encompassing than the marketing plan
definition under the franchise laws. In Illinois, the Franchise Disclosure Act of 1987 defines
"marketing plan" as:
[A] plan or system relating to some aspect of the conduct of a party to a
contract in conducting business, including but not limited to
(a) specification of price, or special pricing systems or discount plans,
(b) use of particular sales or display equipment or merchandising devices,
(c) use of specific sales techniques, (d) use of advertising or promotional
materials or cooperation in advertising efforts; provided that an
agreement is not a marketing plan or system solely because a
manufacturer or distributor of goods reserves the right to occasionally
require sale at a special reduced price which is advertised on the
container or packaging material in which the product is regularly sold, if
145
the reduced price is absorbed by the manufacturer or distributor.
On the other hand, the Illinois Business Opportunity Sales Law of 1995 defines
"marketing plan" as:
[A]dvice or training, provided to the purchaser by the seller or a person
recommended by the seller, pertaining to the sale of any product;
equipment, supplies or services and the advice or training includes, but is
not limited to, preparing or providing:
(1)
Promotional literature, brochures, pamphlets, or advertising materials;
(2)
Training, regarding the promotion, operation or management of the business opportunity; or
(3)
Operational, managerial, technical or financial guidelines
146
or assistance.
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Similarly, some exemptions found in some of the franchise laws do not exist in most
business opportunity laws.
These include, for example, partnerships, 147 a solicitation
requirement 148 and a single sale. 149 On the other hand, most of the state business opportunity
laws have an extensive list of exemptions that need to be examined.
Most of the business opportunity laws have some minimum dollar threshold to trigger
applicability of the law, ranging from a low of $200 to $500, although in some states the dollar
threshold may only relate to certain types of representations. Three states have a maximum
dollar threshold of less than $50,000.
B.

Review of Reported Cases

The most interesting and instructive cases stem from privately litigated claims
prosecuted under state law. Although the FTC brings some sweeping actions and achieves
laudable results, mainly by preventing future injury, few of the actions have generated
interesting legal analysis concerning the scope of the FTC Rule. This is mostly because of the
narrowness of the business opportunity ventures portion of the FTC Rule itself. As we learned
in the preceding section, FTC business opportunity ventures are confined to "securing accounts
for the franchisee, or securing locations or sites for vending machines or rack displays." 150 With
these tight parameters, cases prosecuted under the business opportunity ventures portion of the
FTC Rule seldom produce scholarly opinions on the scope of the law. Another stricture is the
lack of a private cause of action. Without private actions by disappointed, and often times,
desperate buyers who might push the envelope on the coverage of the law, little risk-taking
seems to have occurred. Coupling this with the quick bludgeoning the FTC can deliver to most
small-scale business opportunity sellers, most of the FTC cases end with an injunction against a
relatively defenseless company. The real action is in some of the states.
Connecticut is an excellent example. The Connecticut Business Opportunity Investment
Act covers opportunities sold "for the purpose of enabling the purchaser-investor to start a
business, and in which the seller represents . .. that [it] . .. provides a sales program or
marketing program to the purchaser-investor." 151 This type of coverage generates exceedingly
more interesting cases.
152

Eye Associates, P.C. v. lncomRx Systems Limited Partnership,
is the penultimate
example of everything that can go wrong when business opportunity laws are ignored. lncomRx
likely realized early in the opinion that its goose was cooked when the Second Circuit began by
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What started out as a simple agreement to provide medical billing services to a
professional corporation offering ophthalmic care services, quickly turned into an exclusive
marketing arrangement ~ and a sale of a business opportunity investment under Connecticut
law. Apparently taken with the effectiveness of the billing services, the professional corporation
entered into a "Marketing Agreement" to offer the very same services to other medical practices
throughout the state. As part of the agreement lncomRx agreed to provide Eye Associates, on
request, with marketing, training and sales materials, although Eye Associates acknowledged
that marketing was its responsibility. The request was made and a marketing plan was provided.
This was the first time lncomRx entered into such an arrangement and, based on the
comments of the court, Eye Associates seemed to play no small part in bringing about the
relationship. The district court, apparently recognizing the reality of the deal, granted summary
judgment by finding that lncomRx was not a "seller" because "[t]he Marketing Agreement
appears to have arisen from a mutually beneficial business arrangement, rather than from
solicitation by either party." 153 The Second Circuit, being strict statutory constructionists,
disagreed. Rejecting the district court finding, the Court observed, "the district court incorrectly
read in a requirement that lncomRx must have solicited Eye Associates in order for it to have
sold a business opportunity. Quite the contrary, the Act clearly states that sales include every
'contract to sell ... a business opportunity for value.' No requirement of solicitation is included."
lncomRx further argued that it did not meet the statutory definition of "seller" -- "engaged
in the business of selling or offering for sale business opportunity" (§ 36-504(4)) -- because it
sold only one business opportunity. Again, the Second Circuit observed that the Connecticut Act
did not exempt single sales from its coverage but was willing to remand the issue to the district
court to determine whether a single sale brought lncomRx within the statute's reach.
The Second Circuit also refused to go along with the lower court's findings that the
agreement did not enable Eye Associates to start a new business nor that lncomRx did not
represent that it would supply a marketing plan. As Eye Associates shows, business opportunity
laws can jump up and snap you when you least expect it. Evidently, lncomRx would have
benefited greatly from BusOppRx.
Ohio provides even more fertile ground for liability under its business opportunity law.
Proving once again that business opportunity laws are unique statutory creatures, Cook v.
Employers Overload Co. 154 involved a dispute over whether the sale of a temporary help
service type franchise was covered by Ohio's Business Opportunity Purchasers Protection Act.
Although disclosure documents were provided, the plaintiff complained of certain material
misstatements and brought suit under Ohio's Act. Employers Overload argued that the matter
should be dismissed because "the franchise agreement does not meet the statutory definition of
a 'business opportunity plan.' The Act defines a 'business opportunity plan' as 'an agreement in
which the purchaser obtains the right to offer, sell or distribute goods or services [and] the
goods or seNices are supplied by the seller... .' Ohio Rev. Code § 1334.01 (D)." (Emphasis
added.)
Employers Overload claimed that it did not supply the service that the plaintiff offered to
his customers, i.e., providing temporary employees. Because it only provided the plaintiff with
153 Eye Associates,
.
. op. at 5 (D. Conn. 1989).
P.C. v. lncomRx Systems. No. H-88-126 (P CD) , slip
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operating methods, and plaintiff's business actually provided the temporary employees, the
seller maintained that the agreement did not meet the requirement that the service be supplied
by the seller. Employers Overload was not without support and a literal reading of the Ohio Act
reveals the ambiguity in the definition. 155
In an earlier case, another district court in the same judicial district used the same
reasoning to find no business opportunity law violation, though it provided no explanation as to
why. In American Nursing Care v. Leisure, 156 the court determined that an agreement where a
franchisee provided temporary nursing employees was not a business opportunity plan because
the franchisee hired the nurses it provided. In essence, the nurses were not provided by the
seller of the plan. The Cook court did not find itself constrained by the earlier case.
Convincing the court that Ohio's Business Opportunity Purchasers Protection Act should
not be read so strictly, Cook argued that "the Ohio legislature did not intend to exclude plaintiff's
franchise, which is of the type labeled 'package franchises.' See Disclosure Requirements and
Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Business Opportunity Ventures, 16 C.F.R. § 436.1-.3
(1987). Plaintiff claimed that such franchises, wherein the purchaser or franchisee is supplied
with the tools and method of operation to produce a final product or service which is sold under
the franchisor's trademark, were meant to be included in the definition of 'business opportunity
plan,' even though the franchisor does not technically supply the product or service sold to the
franchisee's customers."
Finding coverage, the court noted: 'The legislation was enacted in part in response to a
study done by the Ohio Legislative Service Commission entitled Franchising: Alleged Abuses
and Possible State Remedies (Report No. 111) (197 4). This report detailed many of the abuses
which were occurring in franchise agreements in general, including package franchises.
Furthermore, the consequences of a strict construction of the definition would largely defeat the
purposes of the statute." Hence, after considering the legislative purpose and additional
favorable case law, the district court concluded that because Employers Overload provided
Cook with "the method of operation and many tools to run the business under defendant's
trademark," the franchise agreement met the statutory definition of a "business opportunity plan"
under Ohio law.
In Ohio, once you are in the soup, you may not be able to get out. Two relatively recent
Ohio cases demonstrate that a seller's failure to comply with a business opportunity law -- by
failing to provide any disclosures -- could toll the statute of limitations. In 6100 Cleveland, Inc., v.
Staff Builders International, Inc., 157 which was premised on the holding in RY/EH Inc. v. Arthur
158
Treacher's, Inc.,
the Court found that Ohio's five year statute of limitations did not begin to
run on the date the parties entered into the franchise agreement because the franchisees
alleged that the defendant never made the disclosures required under the law. The RY/EH
Court earlier reasoned "if the seller never makes the disclosures and never gives the notice of
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cancellation, the violation is a continuing one .... "159 Both courts indicated that reading the
statute of limitations to commence to run on the date the parties entered into their agreement
where the franchisor never made the required disclosures "would allow a franchisor to
completely disregard all of the state's disclosure requirements and argue ... that the franchisee
did not timely pursue its remedies even though it didn't have notice of those remedies because
the franchisor did not comply with its duty to so inform the franchisee under the Act." 160 This
reasoning defeated the seller's motion to dismiss 6100 Cleveland, lnc.'s claim under Ohio law.
A case brought under the South Carolina Business Opportunity Sales Act reveals that
even some of the "big boys" can run into trouble with business opportunity laws. Tousley v.
North American Van Lines, /nc. 161 North American Van Lines recruited "owner-operators" to
drive tractor-trailers that haul cargo for its customers. "Owner-operators" purchased tractors
from North American as part of a program where North American negotiated hauling
agreements with cargo customers and assigned runs to the "owner-operators" across the
country. As the Court recounted, "North American offered to train Tousley as a truck driver, sell
him a truck, finance his purchase of the truck, and dispatch him and his truck to places where
he would pick up freight for transportation. The representative stated that Tousley should earn
gross income of $71,000 a year and, after subtracting the payments on his truck and other
expenses, should net between $16,000 and $19,000 a year."
Tousley signed on for the whole enchilada - he paid a training fee, purchased a tractor
on credit extended by North American and commenced the business of hauling cargo for the
company. After two years on the road, he earned even less than promised. He tried to end his
relationship with North American but wished to keep his tractor by seeking refinancing. Failing to
accomplish that, he ultimately consented to a voluntary repossession of the tractor and later
162
sued under South Carolina Business Opportunity Sales Act.
North American conceded it provided no disclosures and wholly failed to comply with the
South Carolina Business Opportunity Sales Act but offered some interesting though
unsuccessful arguments concerning the purported preemption of state law by the Interstate
Commerce Act. When that argument failed, North American also contended that the recruitment
of Tousley did not result in the sale of a "business opportunity" because none of the triggering
representations were made. At trial, the jury found that North American made one or both of the
representations quoted from South Carolina law:
(3)
That he guarantees that the purchaser will derive income from the
business opportunity which exceeds the price paid for the business
opportunity; or ...
(4)
That upon payment by the purchaser of a fee or sum of money
which exceeds fifty dollars to the seller, the seller will provide a sales
program or marketing program which will enable the purchaser to derive
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income from the business opportunity which exceeds the price paid for
the business opportunity; 163
In first discussing the South Carolina Act, the Fourth Circuit noted, "The obvious purpose
of the Business Opportunity Sales Act is to alert South Carolina citizens to the possibility that
investments in business ventures may be ill-conceived and to provide some protection from
unscrupulous promoters." Holding that purpose in mind when disposing of North American's
contention, the court simply relied on the jury's finding. North American's "owner-operators"
relationship was considered the sale of a business opportunity. 164
A series of cases reported under the Florida Sale of Business Opportunity Act highlight
some common exemptions to business opportunity laws.
Common to many business
opportunity laws, though not all, is an exemption for the sale of a sales program or marketing
program made in conjunction with the licensing of a trademark or service mark that is registered
under the Jaws of any state or of the United States. Florida's definition of "business opportunity"
in the cases that are discussed below had the following exemption:
(1)(a) "Business opportunity" means the sale or lease of any products,
equipment, supplies, or services which are sold or leased to a purchaser
to enable the purchaser to start a business for which the purchaser is
required to pay an initial fee or sum of money which exceeds $500 to the
seller, and in which the seller represents:
***

4.
That the seller will provide a sales program or marketing program
that will enable the purchaser to derive income from the business
opportunity, except that this paragraph does not apply to the sale of a
sales program or marketing program made in conjunction with the
licensing of a registered trademark or service mark that is registered
under the laws of any state or of the United States .... 165
In its "own house," Burger King was able to flesh out the meaning of this exemption to
escape coverage of Florida's Sale of Business Opportunity Act. In Zuri Barnes v. Burger King
166
Corp.,
the district court held that while Burger King fell under the definition of a business
opportunity, the exception took it right back out.
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Batlemento v. Dove Fountain, Inc., 167 illustrates another common exemption -- the sale
of an ongoing business. The case involved the purchase of a Casa Mia Restaurant that was
part of a chain of primarily family-owned Italian restaurants. Although Casa Mia sold franchises,
the restaurant at issue in the matter was an existing location. The seller was a related
corporation owned in large part by Casa Mia. The buyers also entered into a Management
Contract with Casa Mia to operate the restaurant.

At trial, the jury found a violation of Florida's Sale of Business Opportunity Act. On
appeal, however, the Florida Fifth District Court of Appeals disagreed:
We agree with appellants that the statute simply does not apply to the transaction in this
case. The statute defines a 'business opportunity' as the sale or lease of products,
equipment, supplies or services sold to a purchaser to enable him to start a business
under certain defined circumstances; however, the statute expressly excludes the sale of
an ongoing business. Appellees argue this exclusion for the sale of an ongoing business
contemplated by the act does not encompass the situation involved here, where there is
a continuing relationship between the parties, but we can find no basis to interpret the
plain language of the statute as appellees suggest. It is also undisputed that Buena
Fortuna, Inc. was the seller of this ongoing business to the Maniacis. Casa Mia simply
contracted to provide management services. The prohibitions of the act apply to the
seller of the opportunity, not the shareholders of the seller or individuals who act for the
seller. 168
A similar result was reached in a franchisee-to-franchisee sale of a McDonald's fast food
restaurant in Schubot v. McDonald's Corp. 169 The district court exonerated McDonald's of any
claims under Florida's Act because the "statute simply does not apply to the instant matter. The
franchise purchases made by Scott Schubot were existing, ongoing businesses owned by
Richard Schubot. The owner of the business sold was not the defendants [McDonald's], but
rather the plaintiff's father, Richard Schubot. Section 599.801(1), et seq., simply does not apply
to this transaction."
The "flesh" of the business opportunity laws reveals that some courts will read the
"bones" quite strictly and literally to achieve broader coverage even when a legislature intended
a narrower scope, while other courts may achieve the same result by looking beyond the actual
language of a particular statute to focus on a legislature's intended purpose. With either
approach a common thread emerges - more often than not, courts will strive to protect business
opportunity purchasers. When businesses go awry and life-savings are lost, sympathetic courts
usually will find a way to assist the injured purchaser. The Second Circuit's sentiment sums it all
up: "A business o~~ortunity often is nothing more than an occasion for an investor to experience
disappointment." 1
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Another observation we draw from our review of the case law is that in many instances
the line between "business opportunity" and "franchise" is non-existent. All of the cases selected
for review demonstrate thata "business opportunity" in one state may very well be a "franchise"
in another state or under the FTC Rule. Sometimes the only difference is the registration of a
trademark - a razor-thin distinction when you get down to it. Under other business opportunity
laws, trademark registration is meaningless. Each law, each definition must be studied in detail.
V.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE LAWS

Even the plain, old salesmen need help in this complex world. Approximately 35 states
and Puerto Rico provide some protection for "Sales Representatives" - generally defined as
persons who contract with a principal to solicit wholesale orders and who are compensated in
whole or in part by commission. Persons who place orders on their own account for resale are
not considered sales representatives.
Essentially the laws provide a form of "commission insurance" upon termination of the
relationship, imposing stiff penalty-damages and attorney fees if commissions are not paid
within a statutorily defined period, usually 30 days. Many states require the agreement be put in
writing.
Some of the laws restrict change in territories or accounts without advance notice of the
change - usually no less than 60 days. Each law must be reviewed to determine available rights
and remedies.
A.

List of State Laws

Alabama: Code of Alabama 1975, 1988 Cumulative Supplement, Title 8, Chapter 24,
Secs. 8-24-1 through 8-24-5. Covers employees and independent contractors.
Arizona: Laws of 1990, Chapter 179, approved May 4, 1990, effective September 27,
1990. Covers "sales representatives" who solicit wholesale orders and who are compensated by
commission only.
Arkansas: Arkansas Code Annotated, Title 4, Chapter 70, Secs. 301 through 306, as
added by Laws of 1989, Act 464, approved March 10, 1989, effective July 3, 1989.
California: California Labor Code, Division 3, Chapter 2, Article 1, Secs. 2751 and 2752.
Covers only employees. A separate law, The Independent Wholesale Sales Representatives
Contractual Relations Act of 1990, covers "wholesale sales representatives" who contract to
solicit wholesale orders for a manufacturer, jobber, or distributor and who are compensated, in
whole or in part, by commission. The statute is not applicable to those licensed under the
California Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. Laws of 1990, Chapter 964, approved September 17,
1990, effective January 1, 1991.
Colorado: Colorado Revised Statutes, Title 12, Article 66, Secs. 12-66-101 through
12-66-104, as added by Laws of 1993, Senate Bill No. 71, approved and effective April 29,
1993. A distributor, jobber, or manufacturer that knowingly fails to pay commissions to a sales
representative as provided in a written contract shall be subject to a civil action for treble
damages.
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Florida: Florida Statutes, 1987, Chapter 686, Sec. 686.201. Held unconstitutional in
Rosenfeld v. Lu (DC Fla. 1991 ), BUS. FRANCHISE GUIDE 1110, 162, and in 0. G.D., Inc. v.
Berkowitz (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1992), BUS. FRANCHISE GUIDE 1110, 161.
Georgia: Official Code of Georgia Annotated, Title 10, Chapter 1, Article 24, Secs.
10 1-700 through 10-1-704.
Illinois: Laws of 1985, Public Act 84-627. Representatives may recover treble damages,
attorneys' fees, and costs of suit.
Indiana: Indiana Code, Title 24, Article 4, Chapter 7, Secs. 24-4-7-1 through 24-4-7-6. If
principal fails to make timely payment in bad faith, representative may recover treble damages,
attorneys' fees, and costs.
Iowa: Code of Iowa, 1987, Chapter 91A, Secs. 91A.1 through 91A.13. The Iowa Wage
Payment Collection Law covers "employees," including "a commission salesperson who takes
orders and who is paid on the basis of commissions but does not include persons who purchase
for their own account for resale."
Kansas: Kansas Statutes Annotated, 1990 Cumulative Supplement, Chapter 44,
Article 3, Secs. 44-341 through 44-347. Sales representatives may recover up to two times the
amount of unpaid commission.
Kentucky: Kentucky Revised Statutes, 1990 Cumulative Supplement, Title XXX,
Chapter 371, Secs. 371.370 through 371.385. Held unconstitutional in Cecil v. Duck Head
Apparel Co. (DC Kent. 1995), BUS. FRANCHISE GUIDE 1111,363.
Louisiana: Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, Title 51, Chapter 1, Secs. 51 :441
through 51:445; as amended by Laws of 1995, Senate Bill No. 1181, approved June 17, 1995,
effective August 15, 1995.
Maine: Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, Title 10, Chapter 210-A, Secs. 1341 through
1344, as added by Laws of 1991, Chapter 296, approved June 17, 1991, effective October 9,
1991. Requires 14 days written notice of termination.
Maryland: Annotated Code of Maryland, 1957, 1990 Cumulative Supplement,
Article 100, Secs. 100-127 through 100-131, as added by Laws of 1988, Senate Bill No. 716.
Massachusetts: General Laws of Massachusetts, 1986, Chapter 104, Secs. 104:7
through 104:9. Provisions adopted in 1996 state that the terms of a contract between a
principal and a sales representative shall determine when a commission becomes due. If no
such time is specified in the contract, the past practices between the parties or the custom and
usage in the relevant business shall control. Commissions due at the time of termination must
be paid within 14 days of termination.
Michigan: Michigan Compiled Laws, Section 600.2961, as added by Laws of 1992,
Public Act 125, approved and effective June 29, 1992.
Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 1990, Chapter 181, Sec. 181.145. Covers "commission
salespeople" that are independent contractors. If commissions are not paid on time, principal
may be required to pay double damages. A separate relationship/termination law was enacted
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in 1990. Minnesota Statutes 1990, Chapter 325E, Sec. 325E.37. The law, modeled on the
Minnesota Franchise Law, prohibits termination or nonrenewal of an agreement without good
cause, 90 days' notice, and 60 days in which to correct the deficiency cited as cause for such
action.
Mississippi: Mississippi Code 1972 Annotated, Title 75, Chapter 87, Secs. 75-87-1
through 75-87-7, as added by Laws of 1988, Chapter 588.
Missouri: Laws of 1989, Senate Bill No. 192, approved July 6, 1989, effective
August 28, 1989. Provides a civil action for actual damages and an additional amount as if the
representative were still earning commissions calculated on an annualized pro rata basis from
the date of termination to the date of payment.
Nebraska: Revised Statutes of Nebraska 1943, Chapter 48, Article 12, Secs. 48-1229
through 48-1232, as amended by Laws of 1989, L.B. 238, approved March 1, 1989, effective
August 25, 1989.
New Hampshire: New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 339-E, Secs.
339-E:1 through 339-E:6, as added by Laws of 1989, Chapter 244, approved May 26, 1989,
effective January 1, 1990.
New Jersey: New Jersey Statutes Annotated, Chapter 61A, Secs. 2A:61A-1 through
2A:61A-7, as added by Laws of 1990, Chapter 93, approved and effective September 7, 1990.
New York: New York Labor Law, Article 6, Secs. 191-a through 191-c. Covers only
independent contractors. A civil action for double damages, attorneys' fees, court costs, and
disbursements is included.
North Carolina: General Statutes of North Carolina, Chapter 66, Article 27, Secs.
66-190 through 66-193, added by Laws of 1989, Chapter 506, ratified June 29, 1989, effective
October 1, 1989.
Ohio: Ohio Revised Code, 1988 Supplement, Sec. 1335.11
Oklahoma: Oklahoma Statutes 1981, 1990 Supplement, Title 15, Chapter 17, Secs. 675
through 679, as added by Laws of 1989, House Bill No. 1103, approved May 22, 1989, effective
November 1, 1989.
Oregon: Laws of 1993, Chapter 225, approved July 1, 1993, effective November 4,
1993.
Pennsylvania: Laws of 1988, Act 184.
Puerto Rico: Laws of 1990, Act No. 21 (Senate Bill No. 793), Laws of 1998, Act No. 93,
approved and effective June 24, 1998.
South Carolina: Code of Laws of South Carolina 1976, 1988 Cumulative Supplement,
Title 39, Chapter 65, Secs. 39-65-10 through 39-65-80.
Tennessee: Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 47, Chapter 50, Sec. 47-50-114. Laws of
1996, House Bill No. 1862, approved and effective May 13, 1996.
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Texas: Texas Business and Commerce Code, Title 4, Chapter 35, Secs. 35.81 through
35.86. Laws of 1995, Senate Bill No. 533, approved June 16, 1995, effective September 1,
1995.
Virginia: Virginia Code Annotated, Title 59.1, Chapter 37, Secs. 59.1-455 through
59.1-459, as added by Laws of 1993, Chapter 736, approved by Governor March 28, 1993,
effective July 1, 1993.
Washington: Washington Revised Code, Secs. 49.48.150 through 49.48.190, as added
by Laws of 1992, Chapter 177, approved April 1, 1992, effective June 11, 1992.
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Statutes, Chapter 134, Section 134.93, as added by Laws of
1998, Act 71, approved April 9, 1998, effective April 24, 1998.
VI.

OTHER SPECIAL INDUSTRY LAWS
A.

Beer and Wine

Alcohol is one of the most heavily regulated industries in the United States. The
industry's three-tiered system of distribution: brewing, wholesaling, and retailing are regulated at
the federal, state, and local level. Although regulated at every level of government, courts have
made clear that state governments have the power to control shipments of liquor in their territory
and to prevent the unlawful diversion of liquor into their regulated intrastate markets. North
Dakota v. U.S., 495 U.S. 423, 413-32 (1990)("1n the interest of promoting temperance, ensuring
orderly market conditions, and raising revenue, the State has established a comprehensive
171
This section offers
system for the distribution of liquor [!]hat .. is unquestionably legitimate.").
an overview of the alcohol industry, with a particular emphasis on how such state regulation
applies to the franchisor/franchisee relationship.
1.

Federal Law

Al the federal level, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms ("BATF") has
responsibility for administering the Federal Alcohol Administration Act (the "FAAA"). 172 The
FAAA does not directly address or attempt to regulate franchises between a brewer and
wholesaler, but it does regulate issues such as licensing of brewers, trade practices (i.e.,
advertising and marketing and collecting taxes related to both brewers and wholesalers, all of
171

In Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp, 467 U.S. 691, 712 (1984), however, the Supreme Court cautioned against
over extending the States' power under the 21st Amendment, stating,
Thus, as the Court explained in Hostetter v. ldlewild Bon Voyage Liquor Corp., 377 U.S. 324
(1964), § 2 reserves to the States power to impose burdens on interstate commerce in intoxicating
liquor that, absent the Amendment, would clearly be invalid under the Commerce Clause. Id., at
330; State Board of Equalization v. Young's Market Co., 299 U.S. 59, 62-63 (1936). We have
cautioned, however, that "[t]o draw a conclusion ... that the Twenty-first Amendment has somehow
operated to 'repeal' the Commerce Clause wherever regulation of intoxicating liquors is concerned
would ... be an absurd over-simplification." Hostetter, supra, 377 U.S., at 331-332. Notwithstanding
the Amendment's broad grant of power to the States, therefore, the Federal Government plainly
retains authority under the Commerce Clause to regulate even interstate commerce in liquor. Ibid.
See also California Retail Liquor Dealers Assn. v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc., supra, 445 U.S., at 109110; Nippert v. Richmond, 327 U.S. 416, 425, n. 15 (1946); United States v. Frankfort Distilleries,
Inc., 324 U.S. 293 (1945).
172

27 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.
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which can impact the franchisor/franchisee relationship. However, because "[t]he Twenty-first
Amendment grants the States virtually complete control over whether to permit importation or
sale of liquor and how to structure the liquor distribution system" California Retail Liquor Dealers
173
Association v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc.,
it is State and not federal regulation that has the most
prevalent impact on franchising and competition within the alcohol industry, and which is the
focus of this section.

2.

State Law

Following the repeal of prohibition, the states chose one of two systems for controlling
the production and distribution of alcoholic beverages within their respective states. The first
system is commonly known as a "Control" or "Monopoly" state because the government is
actively involved in controlling the distribution of alcohol through the governmental control at any
or all levels of distribution. There are eighteen Control or Monopoly states. 174 The second
system, which is employed by 32 states, is known as a License system. In License states, the
state does not actively participate in the distribution process, but instead licenses those
individuals or entities participating in the process as a manufacturer, importer, wholesaler, or
175
retailer.
In addition, most states have added protections for franchisees through industry specific
regulation relating to beer, wine or other intoxicating liquors. The following states have varying
forms of industry specific franchise laws: Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia,
176
Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

a.

General Framework
i.

Agreement

With respect to the distribution of beer, wine or other distilled spirits, the agreement can
be in writing for a definite or indefinite period. At least one state provides that a franchise
relationship is established if beer or wine is distributed for period of 90 days or more. 177 Some

173

445 U.S. 97, 110 (1980).

174

The following states are Control states: Alabama, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia,
Wyoming.
175

In addition to the District of Columbia, the following are License states: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin.
176
177

See Appendix A for a listing of relevant state franchise laws.
See Ohio Rev. Code.§ 1333.83.
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states require a written franchise agreement be provided, 178 while other states require that the
franchise agreement be filed with the state.

ii.

Beer Wholesaler

According to the California Beer and Beverage Wholesalers Trade Association, the role
of a beer wholesaler within the three-tiered distribution system is much more than merely beer
delivery. The typical beer wholesaler has annual sales of around $11.8 million, with an
employee payroll of around 36 workers. Those workers serve a variety of functions from
warehouse personnel, to sales and marketing professionals, to management personnel
emphasizing distribution logistics, and pre and post order inventory personnel. Often locally
owned by descendants of a post-prohibition founder, the beer wholesaler is the focus of state
franchise act protection.
Wholesalers typically have the administrative burden and cost for all tax collection, which
is significant. Research by Standard & Poor's DRI found that taxes on beer alone comprise
44% of the cost of every bottle consumed. To place this in some perspective, the Georgia Beer
Wholesalers Association reports that the combined states and local excise taxes in Georgia are
the second highest in the country. For each case of beer sold, local governments collect $1.20,
the state collects $1.08, and the federal government collects $1.30. In 2002, the $1.20 per case
tax provided local governments with almost $100 million ($41.2 million for County governments
and $58 million for municipal governments).

iii.

Brewer

Whether called a brewer, distiller, vintner, manufacturer, supplier, or franchisor, this is
the entity that produces the alcoholic beverage that is branded and sold through franchised or
otherwise authorized wholesalers or distributors throughout the United States.

iv.

Territory

Territories are the geographic distribution area under which a wholesaler may distribute.
Territories may be mandated per statutory enactment or as created by a franchise agreement.
Typically, a wholesaler is given an exclusive right to a defined geographic area within which it
can market and distribute products to retail outlets. Exclusive territory provisions often provide
for no sales outside of the proscribed geographic territory under any circumstances, or provide
for sales outside of the proscribed territory when certain (and often time onerous) preconditions
have been satisfied Some states provide wholesalers the right to sell throughout an entire
state. See e.g. Ind. Code § 7.1-3-3-5(b) (1982 & Supp. 2002) (providing beer wholesalers the
179
right to distribute beer throughout the state).

178

See, e.g., Miss. Code Ann. § 67-7-7 (requiring suppliers of beer or light wine to provide wholesalers with a
written agreement designating the territory covered by the franchise).
179

The right to sell throughout the state, however, is not the same as a prohibition against franchise agreements
that specifically limit a franchisee's territory. See Little Beverage Co., Inc. v. DePrez, 777 N.E.2d 74 (Ind. App. 2002)
(holding that Anheuser-Busch's territorial restrictions were enforceable when Indiana's specific prohibition against

such restrictions expired by virtue of the statutory sunset provision).
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b.

Venues

Jurisdiction over disputes arising out of a franchise relationship can reside in several
180
different forums: 1) within the relevant alcohol commission or district court
within the district
181
Note, that when a state legislature fails to specifically place
or federal court of the state
jurisdiction over franchise disputes with a commission, some courts have specifically found that
182
such jurisdiction resides in the district court of that state. See Schwan, Inc. v. Norwood.
3.

Common Provisions

Generally, state franchise laws make it unlawful for a brewer to induce or coerce or
attempt to induce or coerce any beer wholesaler to accept delivery of any alcoholic beverage
that was not ordered. 183
Similarly, state laws often prohibit a brewer from inducing or coercing any wholesaler to
do any illegal act or thing by threatening to amend, cancel, terminate or refuse to renew any
agreement between brewer and wholesaler. 184
Much like the anti-dualing provisions prevalent in the automotive industry, states often
statutorily prohibit a brewer or supplier from requiring a wholesaler to assent to any condition,
stipulation or provision limiting the wholesaler's right to sell the product of any other brewer
anywhere in the state, provided that the acquisition of the product of another brewer does not
materially impair the quality of service or quantity of sales of the existing brand or brands of the
brewer seeking to impose the condition, stipulation or provision. See e.g., Ga. Code Ann.
§ 3-5-33 (beer wholesaler cannot be forced to relinquish brand); Mich. Code of Laws Ann.
§ 436.1305 (supplier cannot force or coerce wine wholesaler to relinquish competing brands or
purchase unwanted brands to obtain desired brands); Miss. Code Ann. §§ 67-7-7 (wholesaler
185
cannot be prevented from dual distribution arrangements).

180

See Mass. Gen. Law Ann. 138 § 25E ijurisdiction for determining whether good cause to terminate exists rests
with the commission).
181

See Minn. Stat. Ann.§ 3258.08 Ourisdiction placed within federal or state courts in Minnesota) and Mont. Code
Ann§ 16-3-222 (federal or state courts in Montana have jurisdiction and right to jury trial must be observed).
182
25 Kan. App. 2d 539, 543, 966 P.2d 89, 92(1998).
183

See e.g., Ga. Code Ann. § 3-5-33 (beer wholesaler cannot be coerced to accept unordered product); Mich. Code
of Laws Ann. § 436.1305 (supplier cannot force or coerce a wholesaler to accept wine not ordered); Miss. Code Ann.
§ 67-7-7 (supplier cannot require the acceptance of unordered product); Neb. Rev. Stat. 53-216 (wholesaler cannot
be coerced to accept unordered product).
184
See e.g., Iowa Code Ann. § 123A.5 (the wholesaler cannot be forced to give up another brand's product, accept
delivery of unwanted products, change executive management, be discriminated against regarding product allocation
or price without reasonable grounds for such decisions); 28-A Maine Rev. Stat. Ann.§ 1452 (eliminated any coercion
to engage in illegal conduct, or limit the sale of competing products); Mich. Code of Laws Ann. § 436.1305 (supplier
cannot force or coerce wine wholesaler to perform an illegal act).
185
Distributors are not automatically entitled to any new brand distributed by the brewer or supplier. See O.R.S.
Distilling Co. v. Brown-Fonnan Corp., 972 F.2d 924 (8th Cir. 1992) (Where the parties to a franchise agreement
anticipate changes in product lines or brands over time, such changes do not constitute substantial amendments of

the agreement); Jim Taylor Corp. v. Guinness Import Co., 897 F. Supp. 556 (M.D. Fla. Fla. 1995) (Florida statutory
scheme for regulating beer distribution contemplates that beer manufacturer may choose not to include all its beer

brands within single distribution agreement, but rather may agree to employ distributor for only one or some of
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Suppliers cannot refuse to supply, in reasonable quantities and within a reasonable time
after receipt of the wholesaler's order, beer ordered by a wholesaler who has an agreement with
th-e brewer for sale and distribution of the brewer's beer. 186
It is also unlawful in many states for suppliers to unreasonably withhold consent for
transfer or assignment of a wholesaler or wholesaler franchise. 187
Dual distribution. Dual distribution protections prevent brewers or manufactures from
appointing new franchisees or wholesalers to distribute same-branded beer, wine or liquor in an
existing franchisee's territory. See, e.g., Col. Rev. Stat. § 12-46-109(1)(d}(prohibiting the
number of wholesalers through which a brewer or importer may contract within a given
geographic territory); K.R.S. § 244.585(1) (Kentucky specificall~ limits suppliers or brewers to
contracting only with one wholesaler per geographic territory); 88 Md. Code Art. 28 § 17-105,
Minn. Stat. Ann. § 3258.03; 28-A Maine Rev. Stat. § 1453; and Miss. Code Ann. §§ 67-7-7.
These provisions often accompany or follow statutory requirements that a territory be defined in
the franchise agreement or as statutorily provided.
i.

Termination

Notice. States often require that a brewer or supplier provide notice to a wholesaler of
its intention to terminate. Statutory notice requirements, which often include cure periods, will
vary from state to state. 189
Good Cause for termination is a common requirement but will also vary from state to
state as to its name and statutory definition. Some good cause provisions, like Indiana's,
provide only that a brewer cannot cancel or terminate an agreement or contract between a beer
wholesaler and a brewer unfairly or without due regard for the "equities of the other party" 190 In
Kansas the test is whether "reasonable cause" exists 191 and in Montana "just cause" must exist,
which means the wholesalers breach must be measured against current standards applied to all

manufacturer's beers; manufacturer or importer who carries several brands of beer is not obligated to extend
distribution rights for each and every brand to single distributor).
186
Mich. Code of Laws Ann. § 436.1305 (wine supplier cannot withhold allocation of wines or limit amount allocated
without good cause); see Minn. Stat. Ann. § 3258.02 (supplier prohibited from undue influence or coercion for
product allocation).
187
See e.g., 28-A Me. Rev. Stat.§ 1456.

188

Within that designated area, a wholesaler is prevented from refusing to sell to any retailer. Id. In addition, A
territorial designation in any agreement between a wholesaler and brewer or supplier pursuant to this section shall be
modified only in accordance with all the rights and duties of the wholesaler and brewer or supplier contained in any
written agreement between them or by such other action of the brewer, supplier or wholesaler that is consistent with
the terms of their agreement, and such modification shall be filed pursuant to the provisions of this section. K.R.S
§ 244.585(3).
189

See e.g., Md. Code, Art. 2B § 17-104 (180 days notice with a cure period); Mass. Gen. Law Ann. 138 § 25E (120
day notice period); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 3258.05 (90 day notice and cure period); Mont. Code Ann §§ 16-3-222
(requires 60 day notice and cure period); Miss. Code Ann.§§ 67-7-7 (30 days notice and cure period).
190
See Indiana Code§ 7.1-5-5-9).

191

See K.S.A. 41-410(1).
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other wholesalers. 192 Some statutory schemes provide definitions for good cause that require
evidence of a breach of the franchise agreement, with respect to a substantial or essential
aspect of the franchise (see e.g ) or conduct related to product or brand disparagement. 193
Other statutory schemes have a good faith requirement. 194
Any brewer which amends, cancels, terminates, or refuses to continue or renew any
beer agreement, or causes a wholesaler to resign, without good cause or unreasonably
withholds consent to any assignment, transfer or sale of a wholesaler's business, shall pay the
wholesaler reasonable compensation for the value of the wholesaler's business with relationship
to the terminated brand or brands. The value of the wholesaler's business shall include, but not
be limited to, its goodwill, if any. 195 If parties execute a buy/sell prior to giving a brewer or
supplier the right to approve the transfer, courts have found that franchise agreement
terminated by its own terms and the prospective franchisee lacks standing to sue. See Stroh
196
Brewery Co. v. Western Maryland Distributing Co., lnc.
and R.A., Inc. v. Anheuser-Busch,
lnc.197
Cases Analyzing Good Cause. The following cases illustrate how courts have handled
good cause termination issues under the varied state statutes:

Country Vintner, Inc. v. Rosemount Estates, Inc., 35 Va. App. 56, 542 S.E.2d 797 (Va.
App. 2001 )(Winery had "good cause" to terminate its exclusive distribution agreement with
wholesaler, under the Wine Franchise Act; even if it sold large quantities of winery's wine to
gourmet shops and restaurants, wholesaler was required to comply with winery's marketing
plan, as described in agreement, and wholesaler failed to substantially comply with written
requirements by intentionally bypassing 68% of the retail outlets in northern part of state,
resulting in absence of winery's wines in substantial portion of overall market encompassed by
agreement).
Crowley Beverage Co., Inc. v. Miller Brewing Co., 862 F.2d 688 (8th Cir. 1988) (There
was sufficient evidence of lack of good cause for termination of distributorship to sustain jury's
finding that brewer violated Minnesota Beer Brewers and Wholesalers Act when it terminated
beer distributorship on basis that distributor did not replace and dispose of overaged products
as required by written agreement; distributor presented evidence that brewer's investigation
192
193

Mont. Code Ann§ 16-3-221.

See e.g.. Mass. Gen. Law Ann. 138 § 25E.

194

See e.g., N.R.S. § 597.133 (Nevada defines "good cause" to be either a wholesaler's failure to comply
substantially with essential and reasonable requirements or its bad faith in carrying out the terms of the franchise
agreement. Moreover, the supplier must establish that it acted in good faith and for good cause); Neb. Rev. Stat.
§ 53-218 (Nebraska requires both good cause and good faith, and good cause is established by a wholesaler's failure
to comply with reasonable and material terms of the franchise).
195
See e.g., Minn. Stat. Ann. § 3258.07 (Reasonable compensation is the value of the brand, including good will).
196

131 F .3d 136 (4th Cir.1997) (Unpublished opinion) (Court upheld termination of franchise agreement when
prospective purchase closed on buy/sell before obtained approval from supplier. Franchise agreement terminated by
its own terms and prospective franchisee lacked standing to sue under franchise act).
197
556 N.W.2d 567 (Minn. App. 1996) (brewer did not tortiously interfere with contract for sale of distributorship by
declining to approve prospective buyer, and prospective purchaser lacked standing to challenge brewer's actions

under franchise act).
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involved beer that distributor did not distribute, brewer frequently provided products that
distributor did not order, brewer had provided distributor with averaged or nearly averaged beer,
and brewer required distributors to meet inventory levels allegedly to maintain flow of production
at brewery rather than distributor's market demand).
BeerMart, Inc. v. Stroh Brewery Co., 804 F.2d 409 (7th Cir. 1986)(court held that Stroh
was justified in terminating the distributorship agreement because the undisputed evidence
established that BeerMart intentionally placed overage beer on the market in violation of the
distributorship agreement.)
Miller Brewing Co. v. Best Beers of Bloomington, Inc., 608 N.E.2d 975 (Ind.
1993)(Termination statute subjects contracts between wholesalers and brewers to additional
requirement not applicable to general contracts by prohibiting termination of contract "unfairly
and without due regard for equities of other party.")
McKeesport Beer Distributors, Inc. v. All Brand Importers, Inc., 530 Pa. 250, 608 A.2d
485 (Pa. 1992)(Sales by distributor outside of exclusive territory constitute good cause for
termination, and The Liquor Code does not give an importing distributor the opportunity to
"rectify" alleged cause).

ii.

Enforcement/Civil Remedies

States often provide for actual damages sustained as a consequence of a violation. In a
termination case, this is often statutorily defined to be the lost or diminished value to the
198
wholesaler from the loss of a specific brand.
When dealing with the termination of a distribution agreement, the value of each specific
brands is relevant in the damages calculation, especiallt if the brands involve small, premium
19
liquors. In High life Sa/es Co. v. Brown-Forman Corp.,
the Missouri Supreme Court held that
in determining damages associated with plaintiffs loss of the "California Cooler" product did not
require a deduction of operating expenses because the product was an "add on" that did not
increase the wholesalers distribution costs. Consequently, the Court upheld plaintiffs damage
calculation predicated upon the "gross profits" associated with the sale of California Cooler.
In addition, retailers can recover costs of the action, including attorney fees. 200

198

See, e.g., New York Alcoholic Beverage Control Law, Article R, Section 55-c; Fla. Stat. Ann
§ 563.022(17)(wholesaler wrongly terminated entitled to reasonable compensation for the diminished value of the
distributor's business or of any ancillary business or both which has been negatively affected by the act of the
manufacturer); Wy. S. 1977 § 12-9-115 (among other available remedies are the good will of the distributorship and
fair market value of any and all assets, including ancillary business assets of the distributor used in distributing the
manufacturer's products).
199
823 S.W.2d 493 (Mo. Banc 1992).
ZOO See e.g., 28-A Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 1457-58 (Remedies for violations include reasonable value for the brands
terminated (§ 1457), as well as the recovery of punitive damages and attorneys fees (§ 1458); See Minn. Stat. Ann.
§ 325B.08 (damages include attorney's fees and punitive damages).
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B.

Farm Equipment and Implements

While no federal statute governs the relationship between suppliers and retail sellers of
farm machinery, the vast majority of states have enacted legislation governing farm equipment
dealerships. The statutes vary widely from state to state and, like the state motor vehicle
statutes, they are in constant change. One thing is clear: the statutes are expanding. Their
scope is now broader than ever and often includes subjects removed from farm equipment; the
rights provided are more numerous. than before and impose obligations upon
manufacturers/suppliers ranging from inventory repurchase requirements to the proper grounds
for termination; and the remedies now available are more varied and powerful -- providing
dealers with express causes of action, rights to injunctive relief and the availability of attorney's
fees.
We are witnessing an evolutionary process ("Welcome to Jurassic Parl<') by which
once-sleepy statutes regulating farm equipment (i.e., tractors and combines) have been
transformed into vigorous laws regulating additional industries, such as "construction
equipment," "industrial equipment" and "outdoor power equipment." 201
1.

General Framework

The evolutionary development of some states has moved faster than others, and the
state laws may be grouped into three broad categories. See Appendix B for listing of relevant
state farm equipment laws.
a.

Inventory Repurchase Only

In the embryonic state, the statutes have only one focus and that is to require
manufacturers repurchase existing inventory upon termination. 202 The New Mexico statute is
typical of these "limited right" statutes. The New Mexico statute defines "franchise" as "an~ oral
or written contract between a 'supplier' and a 'dealer."' N.M. Stat Ann. § 57-23-2(0). 2 3 A
supplier is a manufacturer, wholesaler or distributor of "farm tractors, farm implements, utility
tractors or industrial tractors or the attachments to or repair parts for that equipment." 204 A
"dealer" is defined as "a person in the business of the retail sale of' of those listed items. 205 And
"inventory" is defined as "new or unused farm tractors, farm implements, utility tractors,
industrial tractors, attachments and repair parts that were provided by the supplier to the dealer

201

See, e.g., 6 Del. C. Sec. 2720, et. seq. (Delaware statute regulates dealerships selling farm, construction,
industrial and outdoor power equipment); 815 ILCS 715/1 et. seq. (Illinois "Equipment Fair Dealership Law" regulates
farm, construction, industrial and outdoor power equipment dealerships).
202
The following states fall within this grouping: Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, New Mexico, South Carolina and Utah.
203

Some states require written agreements for inventory purchase. See, e.g., KK & LL Corp. et al. v. Alamo Group

et al. , 2001 Wash App. LEXIS 599 (no obligation to repurchase inventory on oral commitment because both
Washington and Oregon statutes require written dealer agreement).
204
N.M. Stat Ann.§ 57-23-2(F).
205

N.M. Stat Ann.§ 57-23-2 (C).
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under the franchise agreement and that were purchased within thirty-six months of the
termination .... "206
Upon termination of the franchise, the New Mexico statute requires, within certain limited
exceptions, that the supplier repurchase the inventory M.e., tractors) "at dealer cost," and
repurchase parts at 90% of the current price of such parts. 2 7 Finally, the statute offers provides
for liability to the dealer, if payment is not received within 61 days of the receipt of the returned
inventory. 208
b.

Inventory Repurchase and Good Cause for Termination

In this intermediate develofcment, the statutes expand, imposing additional obligations
relating to inventory repurchase 09 and new obligations governing termination of dealer
agreements. 210 In addition, the statutes begin to formulate "laundry lists" of additional
restrictions upon suppliers in a wide variety of contexts, relating to the sale of dealerships,
warranty obligations and prohibitions on waiver of rights. 211 The vast majority of states fall within
this broad second category. 212
The Vermont statute typifies the next level of development, by expanding to regulate the
grounds for termination, imposing notice requirements and cause for termination:
Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, prior to the termination of
a dealer agreement, a supplier shall notify the dealer of the termination
not less than 120 days prior to the effective date of the termination. No
supplier may terminate, cancel, or fail to renew a dealership agreement
without cause. "Cause" means failure by an equipment dealer to comply
with the requirements imposed upon the equipment dealer by the dealer
agreement, provided the requirements are not substantially different from
those requirements imposed upon other similarly situated equipment
dealers in this state.
206
207
208

N.M. Stat Ann§ 57-23-2(E).
§ 57-23-3(A), (B).
§ 57-23-6.

209

Some states only require the repurchase of inventory if the dealer has been required to maintain inventory under
the dealer agreement. See Fuller v. Textron, Inc., et al, (CCH Bus. Fran. Guide 1[ 9203 (Mich. App. July 18, 1988)
(no obligation to repurchase inventory because dealer not required to maintain inventory).

210

Maine and West Virginia fall just short of inclusion in the second group. While both states provide for inventory
repurchase upon termination, they merely require the supplier to provide prior notice of termination - not good cause.
See, e.g., Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit 10, § 1287(1): W.Va. Code§ 47-11F-3(a).

211

See, e.g., Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 9, § 4076 (prohibiting supplier from unreasonably withholding consent to the sale or
transfer of any interest in the dealership); § 4077 (prohibiting supplier from, among other things, coercing the dealer
to accept delivery of equipment not ordered or discriminating in prices among dealers); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 347-A:10 (prohibiting supplier from requiring dealer to waive compliance with any provision of this chapter).
212
The following states fall within these "intermediate" groupings: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
Vermont, Washington, Wyoming.
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Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 9, § 4072(a). That prov1s1on, and those like it, fundamentally changes the
supplier and dealer relationship that may have provided for termination of the agreement without
explanation, often in a relatively short period of time, such as 30 days.
i.

Cause for Termination

"Cause" for termination in these statutes remains focused on whether the dealer has
complied with its obligations under the agreement. Moreover, these statutes arguably merely
codified the common law that provided that franchisors could not terminate franchise
agreements, absent a material breach. See, e.g., Dayan v. McDonald's Corp. 213 Because the
supplier typically drafts the dealer agreement, the supplier can articulate clearly the dealer's
obligations. 214
In addition, the Vermont style statute lists circumstances that provide for immediate
termination and otherwise satisfy "cause" for termination. 215 These include the dealership's
bankruptcy, misrepresentation in financial status and default under a chattel mortgage. These
additional circumstances are recognized by many of the states that fall within this second
grouping. 216
ii.

Notice and Opportunity to Cure

While the Vermont style statute provides a 120 day notice period, a number of states
within this grouping have gone one step further. Not merely are suppliers required to provide
long-term notice of termination, the notice itself establishes a period in which the dealer can
correct deficiencies, identified in the notice, and thereby avoid termination. 217 For example, the
Mississippi statute provides for a 90-day prior notice of termination and a 60-day right to cure
the deficiency. 218 Under the Mississippi statute, "If the deficiency is cured with the allotted time,
the notice [of termination] is void." 219 The Michigan statute goes even further: "If a plan to
rectify is submitted ... within 90 days, the notice [of termination] is considered void." 220

213

125 111.App.3d 972, 993, 466 N.E.2d 958, 973 (1st Dist. 1984) (under common law, a franchisor has "good cause"
to terminate a franchise agreement if the dealer has breached the terms of the contract).

214 A number of states that otherwise
. follow the Vermont style statute have restricted
.
. . of cause.
further the defi1mt1on
For example, in Kansas, Minnesota and Louisiana the statute defines cause as the failure "to substantially comply

with essential and reasonable requirements imposed upon the dealer." Kan. Stat. Ann.§ 16-1203; La. Rev. Stat.
Ann.§ 51-482(2); Minn. Stat.§ 325E.062.
215 Vt. Stat. A nn. tit.
. 9, § 4072(b).
216

The following states recognize additional circumstances which satisfy cause for termination: Tennessee,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa, California, Idaho,
Arkansas.

217

See Kan. Stat. Ann.§ 16-1204 (90-day notice and 60-day right to cure); La. Rev. Stat. Ann.§ 51-482(2) (same);
Minn. Stat. § 325E.062 (same).

218 Id.
219 Id.
220

Mich. Comp. Laws§ 445.1457a(2).
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c.

Further Restrictions on Cause

The evolutionary process continues with some states, restricting the definition of "cause"
to eliminate any reference to the obligations under the dealer agreement. Alabama, for
example, lists 8 circumstances that satisfy cause for termination, including a supplier's materials
221
misrepresentations in its application, bankruptcy and conviction of a felony.
Failure to comply
with the terms of the dealer agreement is not one of them. Other states impose additional
obligations upon suppliers seeking to terminate dealers for failing to comply with sales
requirements. In Virginia, sales performance terminations face unique obstacles:
In any determination as to whether a dealer has failed to substantially
comply, without reasonable excuse or justification, with any reasonable
and material requirement imposed upon him by the supplier,
consideration shall be given to the relative size, population, geographical
location, number of retail outlets and demand for the products applicable
to the market area of the dealer in question and to comparable market
area.
Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-354(3). In Georgia, the supplier must give the dealer notice of an
222
intended termination based on the dealer's poor sales performance, one year in advance.
Further, the supplier is required to make "good faith" efforts to work with the dealer to correct
such deficiency, including by providing additional inventory and competitive marketing
programs. 223 Finally, the supplier may terminate only after providing an additional 90-day
notice, which "specifies the reasons for determining that the dealer failed to meet reasonable
criteria or market penetration." 224 The Georgia statue then provides that the parties can petition
the state court to stay any termination, pending a determination of whether the termination is
225
justified.
2.

Enforcement/Civil Remedies

Like the state motor vehicle statutes, many of the farm equipment statutes provide
express causes of action. In the "limited right" statutes (which involve inventory only), the
statutes typically provide dealers with an express cause of action to enforce the repurchase of
inventory. These statutes provide for relief from the courts. Unlike state motor vehicle statutes,
no administrative agency has been created to deal with these issues. For example, Kentucky
provides the supplier shall be liable to the dealer if it fails to pay for the inventory within 60 days
226
of its return.
Further, it provides that the supplier is liable to the dealer for 100% of the
current net price of parts, plus an additional 5% for handling, and 100% of the net cost of all

221
222

Ala. Code§ 8-21A-4(b).
Ga. Code Ann.§ 13-8-15(8).

223 Id.
224 Id.
225
226

Ga. Code Ann.§ 13-8-15(c)(3)(A).

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 365.825.
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other inventory, and most importantly, the dealer's court costs, attorney's fees and interest on
the amount due. 227
In the vast majority of states that address "cause" for termination, the remedies are fairly
consistent and expressly provide for injunctive relief and/or monetary damages. Interestingly,
while some statutes provide an express cause of action for monetary damages regarding a
supplier's failure to repurchase inventory, they provide merely injunctive relief against an
"unlawful termination." 228 Still other states provide a more general right of action, which
includes the right to injunctive relief. For example, the Vermont statute provides:
A person damaged as a result of a violation of this chapter may bring an action against a
violator for damages, together with the actual costs of the action, including reasonable
attorney's fees, injunctive relief against unlawful termination ... and such other relief as
the court deems appropriate.
Vt. Stat. Ann.§ 4079{a). See a/so Tenn. Code Ann.§ 47-25-1311; Mont. Code Ann.§ 30-11811.
3.

Representative Cases
a.

Forum Selection/Choice of Law

In Crewe Tractor and Equipment Co., v. Oeutz Corp.,229 the court enforced a forum
selection clause requiring the Virginia dealer to litigate in the manufacturer's home state of
Georgia. The Court found no evidence to demonstrate that the parties had unequal bargaining
power and while the Court would assume that the manufacturer had greater financial resources,
the court concluded that "relative financial resources do not always create an 'overweening'
23
bargaining position."
Further, the court found no significant inconvenience for the parties to
231
litigate in Georgia.

°

In Tractor and Farm Supply, Inc. v. Ford New Holland, 232 the court faced the unusual
circumstance of the manufacturer - which had drafted the franchise agreement - arguing that
the court should not apply the choice of law provision contained in the agreement (mandating
Michigan law) but instead, it should apply the law of the forum state, Kentucky. The court
rejected the manufacturer's effort, concluding the agreement should be construed against its
drafter and noting that the manufacturer had substantial contacts with Michigan which rendered
the choice of Michigan law, "highly reasonable.'' 233

227 Id.
228

See, e.g., Colo. Rev. Stat. § 35-38-109 (2) ("an equipment dealer may be granted injunctive relief against
unlawful termination ... ");Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 40-20-109(b) (same).

229

574 F. Supp 139 (E.D. Va. 1983).

230 Id.
231 Id.
232
233

898 F. Supp. 1198 (IN.D. Ky. 1995).
898 F. Supp. at 1203.
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b.

Good Cause

In Heck Implement, Inc. v. Deere & Co., 234 the court entered a preliminary injunction,
enjoining termination. While noting that the dealership's "market penetration looks mediocre to
miserable," the court reasoned that the less than average market penetration might not
constitute good cause under the Missouri Act which permitted termination based on a dealer's
failure to comply with "essential" requirements - namely, conditions generally enforced by
termination. 235 The Court noted that the manufacturer had treated average market penetration
as a performance goal rather than as an essential contractual requirement.
In Crosthwait Equipment Co. v. John Deere Company, 236 the appellate court affirmed
the trial court's entry of judgment notwithstanding the verdict to defendant. In reviewing the
evidence, the court determined that the dealer submitted false credit and sales information to
the manufacturer in violation of its dealer agreement, and as a result, the termination was lawful
and the dealer was not entitled to an award for emotional distress.
c.

Arbitration

In Agco Corp. v. Anglin, 237 the court overturned an arbitration award, entered against a
farm equipment dealer. The franchise agreement provided for arbitration of all disputes arising
under the franchise agreement. 238 Construing the language of the arbitration clause strictly
against its drafter, the manufacturer, the court concluded that a dispute involving a retail
financing agreement between the farm equipment dealership's owner's and a financing
company which was later acquired by the manufacturer was not within the arbitration
provision. 239
VII.

CONCLUSION

We have traveled to the past, studied the present and looked to the future in these
diverse areas of franchising. Because automation, technology and competitive innovations
accelerate at ever faster rates, affecting the very fabric of American life and the way business is
conducted, there is one constant that cuts across all of the industries we have discussed change causes friction and friction causes disputes.
We have seen that the marketing of automobiles and petroleum through longstanding
dealer networks offer viable examples of the remarkable evolution franchise systems can
experience. Automated service stations and Internet automobile sales were hardly the focus of
early franchise protection laws. But we see that as technology takes an even greater hold on
human interaction and financial intercourse, people, real people, and their franchises can be
adversely affected - perhaps even to the point of losing their businesses.
234

235
236
237
238
239

926 F. Supp. 138 (VV.D. Mo. 1996).
926 F. Supp at 141.
1

992 F.2d 525 (5 h Cir. 1993).
216 F.3d 589 (?'h Cir. 2000).
216 F.3d at 591.

Id. at 594.
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Franchise companies, franchise systems and franchisees cannot afford to be stagnant,
however - innovation and new competition is too swift. To compete, companies must adapt. To
adapt, companies must change the way they market, sell and service. And, in the process, the
franchise relationship that thrived a decade ago may become quickly obsolete.
As innovation sweeps various franchise industries, franchise lawyers must be prepared
to react. Yesterday's worn argument may no longer win the day. New circumstances call for
new approaches, new theories. As some of the more typical franchise systems (i.e. fast food
restaurants and the like) evolve, we predict that the experiences of their more mature cousins
will offer some insight into what can be expected. So we hope that in the process of discussing
the most traditional franchises in the context of their "non-traditional franchise laws" we have at
least imparted some new ideas or struck a creative chord that will serve you well even if you
never see a matter concerning a service station, car dealer, beer and wine distributor or farm
implement dealer.
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Appendices

APPENDIX A

STATE STATUTES CONCERNING KEY ASPECTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE
FRANCHISEE AND MOTOR VEHICLE FRANCHISOR RELATIONSHIP

Alabama: ALA. CODE§§ 8-20-1 to 8-20-13.
Alaska: ALASKA STAT.§§ 45.25.100-45.25.190; 45.25.300-.320.

Arizona: ARIZ. REV. STAT.§§ 28-4451to28-4460.
Arkansas: ARK. CODE ANN.§§ 4-72-201to4-72-210; 4-75-401to4-75-412.

California:

CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE §§ 18400-13; CAL. VEH. CODE §§ 166-675;
CAL. VEH. CODE §§ 1660-71; CAL. VEH. CODE §§ 3000-16; CAL. VEH.
CODE §§ 3050-3051; CAL. VEH. CODE §§ 3052-58; CAL. VEH. CODE
§§ 3060-69.

Colorado: COLO. REV. STAT.§§ 12-6-101to12-6-125.

Connecticut: CONN. GEN. STAT.§§ 42-133e to 42-133ee.

Delaware: DEL. CODE ANN. Tit. 6, §§ 6-4901to6-4918.

Florida: FLA. STAT. ch. 320.01-.865.
Georgia: GA CODE ANN.§§ 10-1-620 to 10-1-670.

Hawaii: HAW. REV. STAT.§§ 437-1 to 437-42; 437-A & 437-B.

Idaho: IDAHO. CODE§§ 49-101to49-201; 49-1601to49-1636.

Illinois: 815 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 710\1-32.

Indiana: IND. CODE§§ 9-23-1-1 to 9-23-6-9.
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Iowa: IOWA CODE§§ 322A. 1-17.

Kansas: KAN. STAT. ANN.§§ 8-2401 to 8-2444.

Kentucky: KY. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 190.010-.991.

Louisiana: LA. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 32-1251 to 1261.

Maine: ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 10, §§ 1171-86.

Maryland: MD. CODE ANN., TRANSP. §§ 15201to15-214.

Massachusetts: MASS GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 938, §§ 1-18.

Michigan: MICH. COMP. LAWS§§ 445.1561-.1583.
Minnesota: MINN. STAT.§§ 80E.01-.18.

Mississippi: MISS. CODE ANN.§§ 63-17-51to63-17-119.

Missouri: MO. REV. STAT.§§ 407.010-.835.
Montana: MONT. CODE. ANN.§§ 61-4-201 to 61-4-223.

Nebraska: NEB. REV. STAT.§§ 60-1401.01 to 60-1440.

Nevada: NEV. REV. STAT.§§ 482.36311-.36425.

New Hampshire: N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 357-C-1to357-C-16.

New Jersey: N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 56-10-1 to 56-10-29.

New Mexico: N.M. STAT. ANN.§§ 57-16-1to57-16-16.

New York: N.Y. VEH. & TRAF. LAW§§ 460-73.
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North Carolina: N.C. GEN. STAT.§§ 20-285 to 20-308.2.

North Dakota: N.D. CENT. CODE§§ 51-07-01to51-07-26.1.

Ohio: OHIO REV. CODE ANN.§§ 4517.01to4517.99.

Oklahoma: OKLA. STAT. tit. 47, §§ 561-584.

Oregon: OR. REV. STAT.§§ 650.120 to 650.170.

Pennsylvania: PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, §§ 818.1to818.37.
Rhode Island: R.I. GEN. LAWS§§ 31-5.1-1to31-5.1-21.

South Carolina: S.C. CODE ANN.§§ 56-15-10 to 56-15-140.

South Dakota: S.D. CODIFIED LAWS§§ 32-68-1 to 32-68-84.

Tennessee: TENN. CODE ANN.§§ 55-17-101 to 55-17-125.

Texas: TEX. CIV. OCC. CODE ANN. §§ 2301.451 to 2301.478.

Utah: UTAH CODE ANN.§§ 13-14-301to13-14-307.

Vermont: VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, §§ 4083"4100.
Virginia: VA. CODE ANN.§§ 46.2-1566 to 46.2-1573.1.

Washington: WASH. REV. CODE§§ 46.96.010-46.96.210; 46.96.XX-XXXX.

West Virginia: W. VA. CODE§§ 17A-6A-1to17A-6A-18.

Wisconsin: WIS. STAT.§§ 218.0101-.0172.

Wyoming: WYO. STAT. ANN.§§ 31-16-101to31-16-126.
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APPENDIX B

Arkansas

Arkansas separately regulates beer and "light wine" franchise relationships
(See A.C.A. §§ 3-5-1101-1111) from liquor or wine (See A.C.A. §§ 3-2-401412).

Colorado

Colorado law requires that distribution contracts for brewers and importers of
malt beverages be in writing and specify the products and the geographic
territory covered by the contract. C.R.S. 12-47-406(1)(e). Furthermore,
Colorado law prohibits the number of wholesalers through which a brewer or
importer may contract within a given geographic territory. C.R.S. 12-46109(1)(d).

Connecticut

regulates
the
relationship
between
liquor
Connecticut
manufacturers/suppliers and wholesalers with respect to the addition of new
wholesalers, the termination of a wholesaler or the diminishment of a
wholesalers geographic territory. Cf Connecticut General Statutes, Title 30,
Chapter 545, Section 30-17. In addition to regulating the relationship
between franchising parties, Connecticut law places restrictions upon the
distribution by manufacturers and wholesalers relating to the offer of free
goods, gifts, prizes, coupons, premiums, quantity prices, cash returns, loans,
discounts, guarantees, special prices, or any other inducements offered in
connection with the sale of alcoholic beverages or liquors. See Connecticut
General Statutes, Title 30, Chapter 545, Section 30-94.

Delaware

Delaware regulates the distribution of beer. See 6 Del. C. § 2552, et seq.

Florida

Florida regulates the franchise relationship between manufacturers and
wholesalers for beer (F.S.A. §§ 563.01-563.08; and in particular 563.022) but
not for wine (F.S.A. §§ 564.01-) or liquor (F.S.A. §§ 565.01-17). [check this]
Two former provisions that limited the withdrawal of a brand of liquor (F.S.A.
§ 565.095(5)) or brand of wine (F.S.A. § 564.045(5)) were repealed by Laws
of 1985, Chapter 85-88, approved and effective May 31, 1985.

Georgia

Georgia provides protection to both beer and wine franchisees. See Ga.
Code Annotated §§ 3-5-29 through 3-5-34 and Ga. Code Annotated
§§ 3-6-22. Georgia specifically prohibits the alteration of both beer and wine
wholesalers territory except for cause (Ga. Code Annotated § 3-5-31 and
§ 3-6-22).

Idaho

Idaho regulates the relationship between beer wholesalers and suppliers.
See l.C. §§ 23-1101-1113. There is no similar statutory provisions regulating
the distribution of liquor or wine.

Illinois

Illinois regulates the franchise relationship through the "Beer Industry Fair
Dealing Act" (815 ILCS 720/1-720/10). Illinois previously had protection for
wine and liquor wholesalers in the Wine and Spirits Fair Dealing Act of 1999
(815 ILCS 725/1 to 725/99), which regulated the franchise relationship in
those industries, but that Act was repealed by P.A. 92-761, § 5, eff. August 5,
2002.
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Indiana

Indiana regulates the franchise relationship regarding beer wholesalers. See
l.C. 7.1-5-5-9. A brewer located within or without Indiana to cancel or
terminate an agreement or contract between a beer wholesaler and a brewer
unfairly or without due regard for the equities of the other party. See I. C. 7.15-5-9.

Iowa

Iowa regulates the franchise relationship regarding beer distribution. See
l.C.A. §§ 123A.1 through 123A.12.

Kansas

Kansas provides franchise protection regarding the distribution of malt
beverages or alcoholic liquor. See K.S.A. 41-410. Kansas courts have
determined that whether reasonable cause exists is for the district court and
not the director of Alcoholic Beverage Control. See Schwan, Inc. v. Norwood,
25 Kan. App. 2d 539, 543, 966 P.2d 89, 92(1998).

Kentucky

Kentucky regulates the franchise relationship for beer wholesalers.
K.R.S. §244.585.

Maine

Maine regulates the franchise relationship for beer and wine distribution
through the "Certificate of Approval Holder and Maine Wholesale Licensee
Agreement Act" 28-A M.R.S.A. §§ 1451-1465.

Maryland

Maryland regulates the franchise relationship between beer suppliers and
wholesalers through the "Beer Franchise Fair Dealing Act." MD Code, Art.
2B, § 17-101-107.

Massachusetts

Massachusetts regulates the distribution of any brand-named alcoholic
beverage. See M.G.L.A. 138 § 25E.

Michigan

Michigan regulates the franchise relationship between wine manufacturers
and wholesalers. See M.C.L.A. 436.1305.

Minnesota

Minnesota regulates beer suppliers and wholesalers. See M.S.A. §325B.01
through 325B.17.

Mississippi

Mississippi regulates beer under the "Beer Industry Fair Dealing Act." Miss.
Code Ann.§§ 67-7-1 through 67-7-23.

Missouri

Missouri regulates the distribution of beer and alcoholic beverages.
V.A.M.S. §§ 407.400 through 407.413.

Montana

Montana separately regulates the distribution of beer (Mont. Code Ann §§ 163-221through16-3-226) and wine (Mont. Code Ann.§§ 16-3-415 through 163-421 ).

Nebraska

Nebraska regulates the franchise relationship between beer suppliers and
wholesalers. See N.R.S. 53-201 through 53-223.

Nevada

Nevada law governs the relationship between
wholesalers. See N.R.S. 597.120-597.180.
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liquor suppliers

See

See

and

New Hampshire

New Hampshire regulates the franchise relationship among beer suppliers
and wholesalers through the "Wholesale Fair Dealing Agreements for the
Distribution of Fermented Malt Beverages" Act. See N.H.R.S.A. §§ 180:1
through 180: 12.

New Jersey

New Jersey regulates franchise relationship between beer suppliers and
wholesalers. See N.J.S.A. §§ 56:10-1 through 56:10-15.

New Mexico

New Mexico regulates franchise relationships for beer wholesalers and for
liquor wholesalers (N.M.S.A. §§60-8A-1 through 60-8A-11).

New York

New York regulates the
the New York Alcoholic
added by Laws of 1996,
Sept. 17, 1997; L.2001,
June 15, 2001.

North Carolina

North Carolina regulates beer franchises through the North Carolina Beer
Franchise Law (See N.C.G.S.A. §§ 18B-1300 - 18B1307) and wine
franchises pursuant to N.C.G.S.A. §§ 18B-1200 through 18B-1216).

North Dakota

North Dakota regulates beer franchises.
5-04-17.

Ohio

Ohio regulates franchise relationships for alcoholic beverages.
Rev. Code§§ 1333.82 through 1333.87.

Oregon

Oregon regulates franchise relationships regarding the distribution of malt
beverages. See O.R.S. §§ 474.005 through 474.115.

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania regulates franchise relationships regarding the distribution of
malt beverages. See 47 P.S. §§ 4-431 through 4-447.

Rhode Island

Rhode Island regulates franchise relationships regarding the distribution of
beer and malt beverages. See General Laws of Rhode Island §§3-13-1
through 3-13-12.

South Carolina

South Carolina regulates the franchise relationship for beer wholesalers (See
Code of Laws of South Carolina§§ 61-9-1010 through 61-9-1050 and §§614-1100 through 61-4-1140) and to a limited extent wine distribution (See
§ 61-4-735).

South Dakota

South Dakota regulates the franchise relationship for beer distribution. See
South Dakota Codified Laws, §§35-8A-1 through 35-8A-15.

Tennessee

Tennessee regulates franchises relating to alcoholic beverages (T.C.A. §573-301; §§47-25-1501 through 47-25-1511) as well as beer wholesalers
(T.C A §§ 57-5-501 through 57-5-512).

franchise relationship of beer wholesalers through
Beverage Control Law, Article 4 Section 55-c, as
c. 679, § 1; amended L.1997, c. 612, §§ 1 to 4, eff.
c. 346, §§ 1 to 5, eff. Sept. 19, 2001, deemed eff.
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N.D.C.C.A. §§ 5-04-01 through

See Ohio

Texas

Texas regulates beer franchises through the "Texas Beer Industry Fair
Dealing Law." See Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code §§ 102.71 through
102.81 and §§102.51 through 102.53.

Utah

Utah regulates beer franchises through the Utah Beer Industry Distribution
Act. See Utah Code Ann. §§ 32A-11 a-101 through 32A-11 a-111.

Vermont

See Vermont Statutes
Vermont regulates beer and wine franchises.
Annotated, Title 7, Chapter 23, §§ 701 through 707.

Virginia

Virginia regulates beer franchises (See Beer Franchise Act, Va. Code Ann.
§§ 4.1-500 through 4.1-517), and wine franchises under the Virginia Wine
Franchise Act (Va. Code Ann. §§4.1-400 through 4.1-418).

Washington

Washington previously regulated both malt beverage and wine franchises.
Wash. Rev. Code §§19.126.010 through 19.126.901. However, the law was
amended to remove wine suppliers and wholesalers from the law. Laws of
2003, Senate Bill No. 5994, approved and effective April 17, 2003.

West Virginia

West Virginia regulates malt beverage distribution. See Code of W.Va.
§§ 11-16-1 through 11-16-29; and the franchise relationship at section 11-1621.

Wisconsin

Wisconsin regulates the franchise relationship for beer distribution.
W.S.A. 135.01through135.066.

Wyoming

Wyoming regulates the franchise relationship for beer distribution. See Wy.S.
1977 §§12-9-101through12-9-119.
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APPENDIXC

STATE STATUTES CONCERNING KEY ASPECTS OF THE
FARM EQUIPMENT FRANCHISOR/FRANCHISEE RELATIONSHIP

Alabama: ALA. CODE§§ 8-21A-1 to 8-21A-12.

Arizona: ARIZ. REV. STAT.§§ 44-6701 to 44-6709.

Arkansas: ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 4-72-301 to 4-72-311; 4-72-201 to 4-72-210.

California: CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE §§ 20000 to 20043; CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE
§§ 22900 to 22905.

Colorado: COLO. REV. STAT.§§ 35-38-101 to 35-38-111.

Connecticut: CONN. GEN. STAT.§§ 42-345 to 42-352.

Delaware: DEL. CODE ANN. Tit. 6, §§ 2720 to 2727; 2551 to 2556.
Florida: FLA. STAT. ch. 646.40-.418.

Georgia: GA. CODE ANN.§§ 13-8-11to13-8-16.

Idaho: IDAHO. CODE§§ 28-24-101 to 28-24-107; 28-23-101 to 28-23-111.
Illinois: 815 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 340/1 -11; 715\1-10.1.

Indiana: IND. CODE§§ 15-7-7-1to15-7-7-16;.

Iowa: IOWACODE §§ 322F.1-7; 322D.1-7.

Kansas: KAN. STAT. ANN.§§ 16-1201to16-1208.

Kentucky: KY. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 365.800-.830.
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Louisiana: LA. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 51-481 to 51-490.

Maine: ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 10, §§ 1285-98.

Massachusetts: MASS GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 93G, §§ 1-11.

Michigan: MICH. COMP. LAWS§§ 445.1451-.1460.

Minnesota: MINN. STAT. §§ 325E.061- 0.65.

Mississippi: MISS. CODE ANN.§§ 75-77-1 to 75-77-19.
Missouri: MO. REV. STAT.§§ 407.840-.885.

Montana: MONT. CODE. ANN.§§ 30-11-801 - 30-11-811.

Nebraska: NEB. REV. STAT.§§ 87-701 to 87-711; 69-1501 to 69-1504.

New Hampshire: N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§§ 347-A-1 to 347-A-11.

New Jersey: N.J. STAT. ANN.§§ 56-10-1to56-10-29.

New Mexico: N.M. STAT. ANN.§§ 57-23-1 to 57-23-8.

New York: N.Y. GEN. BUS. LAW§§ 696-a -696-i.

North Carolina: N.C. GEN. STAT.§§ 66-180 to 66-189.

North Dakota: N.D. CENT. CODE§§ 51-07-01 to 51-07-04.

Ohio: OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §§ 1353.01 to 1353. 06.

Oklahoma: OKLA. STAT. tit. 15, §§ 245-251.

Oregon: OR. REV. STAT. §§ 646.415 to 646.455.
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Rhode Island: R.I. GEN. LAWS§§ 6-46-1 to 6-46-12.

South Carolina: S.C. CODE ANN.§§ 39-59-10 to 39-59-130.

South Dakota: S.D. CODIFIED LAWS§§ 37-5-1 to 37-5-15.

Tennessee: TENN. CODE ANN.§§ 47-25-1301to47-25-1313.

Texas: TEX. BUS. COMM. CODE ANN.§§ 19.01to19.47.
Utah: UTAH CODE ANN.§§ 13-14a-1to13-14a-9.

Vermont: VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, §§ 4071- 4081.

Virginia: VA. CODE ANN. §§ 59.1-353 to 59.1-363.

Washington: WASH. REV. CODE§§ 19.98.008 to 19.98.912.

West Virginia: W. VA. CODE§§ 47-11F-1 47-11F-8.

Wyoming: WYO. STAT. ANN.§§ 40-20-101 to 40-20-112.
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